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New
dorm
proposal
Deanna Stueve
SPECIAL TO THE WINONAN

New apartment style dorms may
soon be available at Winona State
University. For students living on
Winona State's campus, this may
be one of the housing options to
choose from by the fall of 2000 as
the Housing Committee is considering a new residence hall proposal.
The proposal was presented to
student senate in February by John
Ferden, director of auxiliary services, who is in charge of the oncampus housing project. The plan
would be to build a 200-bed facility on campus.
According to Ferden, the new
residence hall would make the campus more attractive to incoming
students.
The proposal states that the new
facility would attract new students
as well as raise the retention rates
of the students currently living in
the dorms. It would give students
living in the new housing unit an
on-campus advantage with an offcampus touch.
--- __According to Ferden, the new

Somsen custodian missed after heart attack
Kate Schott
WINONAN

Gerald Joseph Semling, a custodian on the second floor of Somsen
Hall, died of a heart attack March 27
at Winona County Memorial Hospital. He was 63 years old.
Semling worked at Winona State
University for the past 12 years, doing custodial work Sunday through
Thursday during the second shift from
5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
"It was such a shock," Karen
Northam, assistant to the president,
said.
Northam said Semling had been
coming in early to walk around the
building for exercise and had generally been working on improving his
health.
"He was a sweet fellow. Jerry always had a kind word for everyone.
He'd probably ask you if he could tell
you a joke," Northam said. "We're

facility vpo4AkLbe_e_onstraieted-in- a--

suite or apartment style manner
and may include private or semiprivate baths. There would also be
a living room area in each unit.
"Living on campus can have its
advantages," Michelle Whalin, a
sophomore who has lived on campus the past two years, said. "I am
close to my classes and to downtown. It can be very convenient."
Whalin doesn't think she'll be
moving off campus any time soon.
"Id like to, but it's more expensive," she said. "And since I don't
have a car, it probably wouldn't
work out."
There has been some issues arising about the current aging dormitory buildings. These concerns include increased maintenance, retention efforts and overflow housing.
In fact, Ferden said, "Almost
100 percent of the capacity is utilized at WSU compared to only
70.6 percent for the combined avSee Dorm, page 3

going to miss Jerry a lot."
Jerry, as he was known, is survived by his ex-wife Lorraine
Semling, four brothers, three sisters,
five sons, 14 grandchildren and one
great-granddaughter.
Before coming to Winona State,
Semling worked for Bay State Milling Company before purchasing his
own dairy farm in the Piper's Valley
area. He also worked for Winona Van
Norman for 10 years and had recently
started working at Bluff Siding Spur
Station as a cashier.

"He was a sweet fellow.
Jerry always had a kind
word for everyone ...
we're going to miss Jerry
a lot."
Karen Northam
assistant to the president

"A characteristic of Jerry was that
he was a happy, optimistic person; he
could always make you smile," his
sister Roxanne Borkowski said.
Borkowski said her brother enjoyed gardening, canning and making
homemade summer sausage and bologna. He was a member of the Eagles
Club in Winona. He was also always
helping his children with fixing things
and keeping busy with projects arou
the house.
He always acknowledged people's
birthdays by either calling them or
sending them a card. He loved his
family very much, Borkowski said.
"He had a good way with little
children; he loved children,"
Borkowski said.
Hank Van Poperin, Semling's supervisor of 10 years, said Semling
was a hard worker who worked well
with his co-workers and enjoyed
spending time with his family.
"He was a good team player," Van

Wilkie steamboat endures
damage from paint vandalism
Nick Dircz
WINONAN

_ __The..city, of Winona's riverside
steamboat icon, the Julius C. Wilkie
Steamboat Center, was vandalized last
week. Between the hours of 8 p.m.
March 26 and 9 a.m. the following
day, an unknown person(s) broke into
the third deck of the boat and proceeded to toss gallon-sized paint cans
throughout the boat.
Paul Sweazey, president of the
Wilkie board of directors, is convinced
that either college or high schools
kids did the damage.
Estimated to cost a couple of thousand dollars, Sweazey will now rely
strictly on volunteer donations and
assistance to repair the brutally damaged steamboat.
This isn't the first time, however,
that the Wilkie has been vandalized.
Sweazey said the boat has had some
minor vandalizations, including a few
broken windows.
"The Wilkie has never been damaged this severely since it opened,"
Sweazey said. "It puts a real damper
on our business."
The Wilkie Steamboat Center is
open year round for private parties,

and Sweazey said that upcoming party
reservations will not be canceled because of the vandalism.
-_ As &r as suspects arg_toacierne.d,
the Winona -Police Department has
little to work with. There are no witnesses at this time, and there are not
many leading clues that would point
to a suspect(s).

"The Wilkie has never
been damaged this
severly since it opened.
It puts a real damper on
our business."
Paul Sweazey
Wilkie board of directors
president

The answer is quite clear to
Sweazey.
"The Police have caught kids illegally hanging out on the third floor of
the boat before," he said. "And part of
their goal is to go up on the third floor
to drink and party."
Sweazey said he isn't pointing any
fingers, however, he does believe that

either college or high school kids are
the prime suspects.
"We (the Wilkie Center) are here
to contribute to the betterment of the
community and the city of Winona,"
Sweazey said. "We just want the vandalism stopped so we can continue
the mission of the Wilkie Center."
The three-floored steamboat has
been a part of the city since the original burned down in 1981. It is an
actual replica of the original, and its
mission is to educate and promote the
Mississippi River's past and future.
On the first floor of the boat is a
museum with various Mississippi souvenirs, pictures and other nostalgia.
The second floor is "The Grand Salon," which is held open for private
parties and includes a 300-person patio.
Sweazey said that the vandalism
has put a damper on business, but he
is confident that the damage will soon
be fixed. The Wilkie museum opens
on May 29 and will be open until
Labor Day.
If anyone has any information concerning the vandalism, contact the
Winona Police Department at (507)
454-6100.

Poet/funeral director visits campus, gives poetry talk

WE WILL MISS YOU MY fRMEN I
YOUR FRIENDS AT WSII ,

Amy Baumhardt

Jeff Mulfinger/WINONAN

Thomas Lynch, a poet and undertaker from Milford, Mich., recited a few of his pieces to WSU faculty,
staff and studrts and members of the community Thursday at Lourdes Hall.
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Poperin said. "He will be missed."
Mary Haeussinger, physical plant
secretary, said she had known Jerry
for years since his daughter and her
daughter were friends when they were
younger. She still recalls a camping
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trip they went on together with their
children where Semling was making
bacon, and some grease leapt up from
the frying pan and burned a hole in
the tent he was cooking it in.
"He always had a smile, a twinkle
in his eye and a joke for everyone,"
Haeussinger said.
Melanie Mueller, another custodian at WSU, said it's still hard to
believe that he's gone.
"It's difficult to work on his floor,"
she said. "We were a tight group on
second shift."
She said the second shift custodians usually ate their meals together
and that Semling always made things
brighter.
They are currently taking over his
shift until someone is found to do it
permanently.
"He had a great sense of humor,"
Mueller said. "I told him more than
once, 'You can really brighten up my
day.' "
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Paint left on the sidewalk is not the only mark vandals left on the
Julius C. Wilkie. The third floor of the boat was covered with paint.

Winona Youth Corps
seeks WSU volunteers
Bill Radde

for children overseas, hand out candy
at local parades and do activities with
children at local nonprofit daycares.
The Winona Red Cross Youth
The high school group consists of
Corps is seeking Winona State Uni- students ages 15-25. This group asversity students to help out with com- sists with American Red Cross blood
munity activities. Students can gain drives, helps senior citizens with lawn
teaching and community service ex- projects, maintains safety tip of the
perience through volunteering.
month booths, assists with toy and
The Youth Corps, made up of food drives, organizes senior friend
young volunteers from the Winona programs and works on the Youth
area, needs Winona State students to Corps display in the Winona Mall.
help out with organization and guid- Both groups have to attend a weekly
ance of those young volunteers.
meeting at the Youth Corps center.
Established in February of 1998,
"The Youth Corps is looking for
the Winona Youth Corps was the first dedicated students that want to make
one in several years for Winona a difference in young people's lives,
County. In late April, a recruitment and any help with this program will
dance was held, and the core group of be warmly appreciated," Tirina
kids was established.
Bryant Moynagh, Youth Corps coor"The program helps put an empha- dinator, said.
sis on the child's future and education
There are three programs that stuby working with the community," dents can teach. The first class is First
WSU sophomore Tracy Cook, a Youth Aid for Children Today (F.A.C.T.), a
Corps volunteer, said.
class for kids in grades kindergarten
The Youth Corps is divided into through third. The class covers basic
two groups: middle school and high first aid skills, injury prevention
school students. The middle school awareness and how to live healthy
group is ages 11-14. They assemble
See Yo; nth Corps, page 3_
comfort kith; make friendship boxes
WINONAN

WINONAN

Stereotypes would suggest that an
afternoon with a funeral director
would be boring and a little intimidating. However, there's nothing stereotypical about funeral director/poet
Thomas Lynch.
Last Thursday, Lynch visited the
Winona State University campus for
an informal focus group discussion
and a formal reading of his poems.
In the focus groups, students and
faculty learned about Lynch's style of
writing. He discussed the issues of his
form, his style and his subject matter.
Lynch began by explaining his love
for literature. He said he was always
either writing or reading.
"I love the sound of a voice when
it is written down," Lynch said.
Lynch also went on to explain the
history of poetry, how it began more
as a job than an art form.
Before the written word, messages

REST IN PEACE, JERRY,

Couple of thousand dollars worth of destruction to area landmark

One man, two worlds

See Poet, page 3
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News Briefs
Spring Semester registration
To register on the web, go to Winona State's home page and
click on web registration for the Winona campus. Advisor
access codes are not required for summer session web registration.
Spring semester withdraw!
April 9 is the last day to withdraw from spring semester
classes.
Volunteer training sessions at the WRC
Anyone interested in becoming an advocate at the Women's
Resource Center in Winona can pick up an application and a
training session schedule from the center at 77 East Fifth St.
The first scheduled training date is April 9 (5:30-10 p.m.). Call
(507) 452-4440 for more information.

H

ave you ever wondered what
that strange rash was in that Mona Maloney, Deanne
unmentionable place? Or Roytek and Amy Torbenson
what about that awful smell that just NURSING
URSING STUDENTS
did not go away no matter how much
you scrubbed? And those embarrassing warts? Well, guess what, you do not
have to spend time and money to find the answers to these and many of your
other health care concerns.
The wonderful invention of the internet, which is accessible to all
students on campus, allows them to find many of the answers on their own.
However, before you get too excited, there are a few words of caution
that must be mentioned. The internet is a great resource, but as we all know,
we cannot believe everything we hear. First of all, you should find out who
created the site. They might not have published the information to help you
out but rather for their own good. However, if a well-known organization
like Mayo Clinic, a university or the government stands behind the site, you

S

Amixmciclors are now accepting applications
for matters for

Popular Lyceum presenter returns
Kathlyn Hendricks Ph.D. returns to Winona State University
April 9-11 to present a three-day seminar for personal and
professional development at the Alverna Conference Center on
WSU's Lourdes Campus. The seminar teaches skills to develop thriving relationships, creative innovation and deep inner
well-being. Dr. Hendricks provides many practical, useful tools
to enhance your personal and professional success.
For more information, contact Steve Kilkus in person at 343
Stark Hall, by phone at (507) 457-5498 or by e-mail at
skilkus@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

Lyceum series lecture
Dr. Richard Dawkins, author, zoologist and evolutionary
biologist, is coming to Winona State University April 13 (7 p.m.)
to give a talk entitled "A Darwininan Evening With Richard
Dawkins" in Somen Auditorium. The event is free and open to
the public.
The subject of the talk will focus on Dawkin's belief that
science needs to bridge from the laboratory to the culture.
Dawkins is recognized as the leader of the new Darwinists and
shows, through his many books and lectures, the process of
natural selection.
For more information, contact Dr. Robin Richardson, WSU
biology faculty member, at (507) 457-5128.
WSU percussion ensemble
The Winona State University music department is featuring
its percussion ensemble underthe direction of Rich MacDonald
with guest artist Brad Dutz on April 13 (7:30 p.m.) in the Recital
Hall of the Performing Arts Center.
The concert is free and open to the public. The cost is $5 for
adults and $3 for senior citizens and WSU students with an ID.
For more information, contact Rich MacDonald in the music
department at (507) 457-5259.
Blood Drive
It's that time of the year again for the American Red Cross
Blood Drive. It will be held in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons April 20 (11 a.m.-5 p.m.), April 21 (noon-6 p.m.) and
April 22 (11 a.m.-5 p.m.). Call the student senate office at (507)
457-5316 to set up an appointment.
Student senate update
Spring elections for next year's senators and officers will be
held April 27. Applications for sophomore, junior and senior
senators are due April 23.
Budget hearings for next year's club budgets will be
held today and tomorrow. Club treasurers need to stop by
the student senate office to pick up the information and
sign up a time for their hearing.
The Cultural Diversity committee is planning the Shining
Stars Night Club April 30 (7:30 p.m.) to show off the talents of
WSU students. For more information, call the student senate
office at (507) 457-5316.
The Winonan accepts all news briefs turned in each Friday
by noon. Editors reserve the right to edit for space and content
as they see fit.

can be sure that it is all right.
You should also find out how often the site is updated. After all, as
rapidly as health care is changing nowadays, you certainly do not want
outdated information.
And lastly, use your own common sense when deciding what to believe
and what not to. If a site tells you to cure your cold by jumping on one foot
while breathing fresh air from the window, it is obviously not a reliable
source.
One reliable source in this matter is a site created by the health service
at Columbia University at www.goaskalice.columbia.edu . It provides
answers to a large number of health questions that are common to college
students. Another good site is located at www.healthfinder.gov .
In the end, then, it must be said that even though you are not able to look
up answers to many of your health concerns on the internet, it is important
to go see a doctor if you think there might be something more serious going
on.

Winona State Ambassadors

Lyceum series talk and dramatization
Dr. Sally Roesch Wagner will be on campus April 9 to give
a talk and a skit relating to Women's History Month. The talk is
scheduled for noon in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
At 7 p.m. she will impersonate Elizabeth Cady Stanton, an
organizer of the world's first women's rights convention in 1848,
in the Recital Hall of the Performing Arts Center. Both events
are free and open to the public.

Help clean up the Weaver Dunes
The Nature Conservancy invites you to an upcoming volunteer event at Weaver Dunes Scientific and Natural Area.
Volunteers are needed April 11 (10 a.m.-3 p.m.) to help with a
sand prairie restoration project. The activities include clearing
unwanted trees, burning brush piles and possibly planting
seeds. Weaver Dunes is located six miles southeast of Kellog,
Minn
Each participant is requested to bring work gloves, hiking/
walking boots, a hat, layers of clothing, a lunch and water.
Individuals, families and community groups are encouraged
to take part in this volunteer event.
For more information, please contact Nancy Falkum in
Wabasha at (651) 565-4011.

7, 1999

Nurse Notes

Volunteers needed for Red Cross Youth Corps
Anyone interested in volunteering with the Winona Red
Cross Youth Corps should contact the Red Cross at (507) 4524258. Being a Youth Corps volunteer is great forthose students
going into teaching or anyone who likes to volunteer.

Senior Dance Recital
The Winona State University department of theatre and
dance is presenting a Senior Dance Recital April 9-10 (7:30
p.m.) on the main stage of the Performing Arts Center. The
public is invited to attend; no admission will be charged. The
show, presented by the senior dance minors, exhibits unique,
creative expression through dance. Suzie Dahl of Prior Lake,
Minn.; James Hutton of Winona; Kris Lutz of Forest Lake, Minn.
and Aimee Sue Mikl of New Auburn, Wis., will premiere original
choroegraphy. Come and see the accomplishments of the
graduating senior dance minors.

April

106.

Applications can Le picked up in Sornsen
IDeciine is April

15, 1999.
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Poet

Continued from page 1

were passed orally from person to
person, from town to town. He compared this profession to a modern-day
Peter Jennings on the evening news.
In order for the messengers to remember the information, they made it into
simple rhymes. Therefore, the lining
and rhyming served a professional
function. It wasn't until later that structured poetry was developed for its
beauty.
For a modern poet, Lynch writes in
a quite structured form. Many of his
poems are written in iambic pentameter (metered poetry) and/or in a specific style (couplets and sonnets) versus the contemporary flood of freeverse poets.
"I'm lazy," Lynch joked. "Without the structure, I'd never get going."
Being the son of a funeral director
and then becoming one himself 25

Youth Corps
lifestyles.
The second class, Basic Aid Training (B.A.T.), is for children in grades
four through six. It covers in more*
detail basic first aid skills, advanced
injury prevention and health awareness.
The third class, Whale Tales, is for
kids in grades kindergarten through
third and four through six, and the
class teaches kids how to become
better swimmers.
"The classes can be taught by any
college students that want to come
and volunteer," Bryant Moynagh said.
The Red Cross is registered with
the Presidential Service Award, an
award that goes to students who excel
in community service. The chosen
student receives money for college.
The award was established during
President Bill Clinton's first term as
part of his America's Promise campaign.
The Youth Corps has always had
one or two WSU students working
with it at all times, however, Youth
Corps wants to start embarking on
larger projects and would appreciate
more help from WSU students.
"The Youth Corps is trying to establish fun activities to do for the
-

years ago, Lynch said he gets a lot of
ideas for his writing from his work.
"It's a great resource," Lynch said.
"I wouldn't trade it."
Other sources of his poetry include his four children, dogs and feelings.
His Irish roots have taught him the
importance of poetry and, unfortunately, also the insight that Americans don't value it as highly.
"In Ireland, poetry is a job, like a
plumber or a teacher. You are respected," Lynch said.
He doesn't thinks Americans value
poetry in the same way.
"There's no synergy between a
sonnet and Walt Disney, for example,"
Lynch explained.
To Lynch, the greatest agony of
poetry is having so many words and
being forced to choose just one. He

Continued from page 1
community," Bryant Moynagh said.
Circle K, an organization on campus that thrives on helping the community through service work, has
worked with the Youth Corps in the
past. The WSU club helped get information to 600 people for the Youth
Corp's Safe Family Fair in February.
"I hope to continue a relationship
with the various youth and family
programs," Bryant Moynagh said.

Dorm
Continued from page 1
erage of the other five state universities."
According to Ferden, the current
residence halls would experience a
slight price increase, which happens
on a yearly basis to keep up with
inflation and the cost of living. Those
moving into the new facility, would
pay about $20-$40 more per month.
The goal is to keep the new facility
on campus.
"This proposal is still up for debate," Ferden said. "Any and all suggestions from the students would be
very much appreciated and taken into

called it a "word game."
He solved this problem for himself
by taking his "leftovers" and writing
a book of prose essays. He explained
that many of his essays come from his
poems and vice versa.
"The shavings create essays,"
Lynch said.
At the end of the meetings, there
was a short question and answer period where Lynch autographed his
hook Still Life in Milford for English
314 students and joked with both students and faculty.
One might have expected him to
quietly leave the room after giving
such an emotionless presentation. One
might have expected him to never
crack a smile. Again, that's what stereotypes would suggest. But in this
case, the stereotypes proved false.
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Block party at Quad
Jennifer Walter
WINONAN

Another semester is winding down
at Winona State University. That also
means that many students will soon
begin preparing for finals. But before
all the commotion of finals begins,
students can look forward to relaxing
and having a good time at the annual
Quad block party on May 13.
"I feel it is a good chance to relax
and kick back for the night," Karla
Bigham, president of the Quad hall
council, said.
Many activities that are still in the
works will be presented at the party,
which is sponsored by Prentiss-Lucas,
the Quad and other clubs on campus.
Some activities that are already
planned are boxing with oversize

gloves, jousting and a volleyball tournament. Also on the agenda are various fundraisers, such as a possible car
smashing fundraiser where participants will get three hits of a car for $1.
Two bands that will perform at the
block party are Six Mile Grove and
Human Diet.
"We're really excited about the
bands," Bigham said.
ARAMARK will be supplying
food for those students on meal plans.
Students will have to sign up at the
front desk of their residence hall if
they are interested in eating at the
party, and the meal will be taken out
of their meal plans as a normal meal.
"It's a great time and a tradition
that goes on every year," Daryl Floden,
president of Prentiss-Lucas hall council, said.

Need ct Subleaser?
Have something to sell?

Place an ad in the
Winonan!
The Winonan classifieds,
a great place to advertise!
Discount rates are available
to students. For more
information stop by the
Winonan, or call 457-5677.

Carriage Nouse 13ea &13reakfast

Campus Crime

'Winona's Finest Lodging
Check out what you've been missing at www.chbb.com

Compiled by Don Walski, head of security

..mili•*+*4041:25A0-.

March 30 - A WSU student reported that she had been receiving
harassing phone calls. Matter referred to director of security.
March 31- A student reported that someone placed soap on her vehicle
while parked in the south Sheehan parking lot. No damage.
March 31 - A real window was broken into between noon and 12:55
p.m.
April 1 - Two female students reported that they were followed by a
young male in the area of the railroad tracks near WSU.
April 2 - Security responded to a Prentiss-Lucas call to remove an
unwanted person. Person left at request.
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Sleep deprivation plagues college students
Rebecca Anderson
WINONAN

Photo Illustration by Devin Johnson/WINONAN

College students are most likely to suffer from sleep deprivation, causing them to fall asleep in classes and
on the road. Fifty-five percent of the 100,000 crashes each year are caused by sleepy drivers under the
age of 26.

For most Winona State University
students, sleep is a luxury that isn't
always affordable. Academic, social
and extracurricular activities can all
contribute to s'eep deprivation, the
lack of sufficient sleep, which can
wreak havoc on students' ability not
only to stay awake for a full day of
classes but to remain alert when behind the wheel.
College students, more so than others, suffer from sleep deprivation,
averaging between four and six hours
of sleep per night on weeknights.
"I average about five hours of sleep
a night," Winona State junior Kristen
Wascoe said. "But I never fall asleep
in class."
But things are different for freshman Andrew Lucchesi.
"I go to bed around 3 a.m. and have
8 a.m. classes Monday, Wednesday
and Friday," he said. "I tend to fall
asleep in one or two classes every
week."

Not only can sleep deprivation hurt
academics, but the bad sleep habits
that students are forming now can add
up in the long run.
According to Glamour Magazine,
"People who regularly sleep less than
six hours a night have a 70 percent
higher mortality rate than those who
catch Zs for seven or eight hours."
Sleep deprivation and driving accidents are also closely related.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) estimates that at least 100,000 crashes
and 1,500 deaths annually are the
direct result of drowsiness/fatigue and
that another 1 million crashes, onesixth of all crashes, are caused by
driver inattention.
Studies show that sleep deprivation and fatigue make such attention
lapses more likely to occur.
Additionally, a North Carolina
State study found that 55 percent of
fall-asleep crashes involved people
under the age of 26.
For these reasons, March 29
through April 4 has been declared

National Sleep Awareness Week by
the National Sleep Foundation (NSF),
an organization that promotes public
understanding of sleep and sleep dis=
orders and supports sleep-related education, research and advocacy to improve public health and safety.
The NSF advises that those who
experience sleeplessness should
avoid:
• alcohol, caffeine, nicotine and
decongestants
• going to bed or waking up at
different times each day
• exercising within three hours before going to bed
•
• reading or watching television in
bed
• taking excessive naps during the
day
• eating heavy meals just before
going to bed
But when it comes to frequent "allnighters," it's the students' responsibility to prioritize their schedules and
get things done so as to not interfere
with a good nights sleep.

Rock 'n' roll tradgedy: Five
Close to Crisis: Minnesota woman
years after the death of Cobain volunteers in Albanian orphanage
Mike Kaebisch

WINONAN
Tuesday marked the five-year anniversary of the modern "day the music died."
But before 27-year-old Kurt
Cobain aimed a shotgun at himself in
his Seattle home April 5, 1994, he had
accomplished many great things.
As the frontman for Nirvana, he
singled-handily started the grunge
scene with the band' s 1991 hit "Smells
Like Teen Spirit."
Nirvana's 1991 album entitled
"Nevermind" would go on to sell over
10 million copies and would spark a
movement of flannel t-shirts which
opened the door for other Seattlebased bands like Soundgarden, Pearl
Jam and the Screaming Trees.
But when Cobain died, he took the
grunge movement with him, and no
one has been the same since.
By 1997, Soundgarden had parted
ways, the Screaming Trees are on a
semi-permanent hiatus and Pearl Jam,
though still recording, have not had
the same angst since Cobain's passing.
"I'm willing to be the person to go
on record saying that Kurt Cobain's
killing himself pretty much was the
death of rock," Gina Arnold, a San
Francisco music columnist said in her
book Route 666 : On the Road to
Nirvana.
"There has been a real pall over
people's attitudes since his death and
it has taken five years to shake out,"

Arnold said. "His death made everyone so sad and there seemed nothing
to get from being a rock star except
fame and fortune."
From the day Cobain's wife
Courtney Love-Cobain wailed her late
husband's suicide note to thousands
of fans at a Seattle wake, public mourning of Cobain became intense.
Nirvana's posthumous CD's
"MTV Unplugged in New York" and
"From the Muddy Banks of the
Wishka" went on to fill the publics
void.

"I'm willing to be the
person to go on record
saying that Kurt Cobain's
killing himself pretty
much was the death of
rock."
Gina Arnold
San Francisco music columnist
Meanwhile, Nirvana bandmates
Krist Novoselic and Dave Grohl went
separate ways with Grohl forming the
Foo Fighters and Noveselic forming
Sweet 69 before deciding to focus his
attention on political causes.
However, neither would reclaim
the success once gained while in Nirvana.
Record labels looking for the next
big thing took chances on bands looking to capatalize on the hole left by
Nirvana's departure.
But bands such as The Smashing

Pumpkins, Filter and Bush failed to
pick up the slack, and eventually radio stations stopped taking chances
on new music.
It became evident that without
Cobain the grunge movement was
beginning to peter out.
The chant of "Rock is dead" began
to resurface as it has all throughout
the history of rock music.
When Cobain killed himself, rock
lost its center whereafter the music
industry searched for imitators instead of inovators.
For some it seemed all to familiar.
Music fans who had endured the
deaths of Buddy Holly, Jimi Hendrix,
Janis Joplin, Jim Morrison and Elvis
Presley saw the subsequent decline in
music after their deaths knew what
lay ahead.
Rock was dead until the Beatles
sparked a musical comeback. Then
the Sex Pistols managed to steer a
'70s punk rise.
Similarly in the late 1980s and
early '90s the "hair band" movement
had run its corse until Nirvana came
along.
So what will be the next big thing?
Will it be hip-hop as some music
critics suggest, or will it be pop music? Or will it come from a garage
band with loud guitars or a kid playing around with a sampler?
Only one thing is for sure: No one
knows.
But one thing is for sure: Nirvana
is gone, and Kurt Cobain's place as a
rock icon is solid.

Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS — Refugees
from Kosovo are crying "a constant
flow of tears," as they stream into the
farthest reaches of Albania, according to a relief worker from Minnesota.
"They're completely exhausted,
very depressed — hungry, sad," Tami
Drenk told the Star Tribune by telephone from a southern Albanian city
far from the Yugoslav border. "The
children are all crying, saying all they
want to do is go home. It's the most
heartbreaking thing I' ve ever seen."
Until Thursday morning, Drenk,
21, of Apple Valley had been a volunteer at an orphanage in a city of 5,000
residents in southern Albania.
Then buses arrived from the Albanian capital of Tirana, and out poured
about 300 Albanians from Kosovo.
Relief workers were braced for another 500 to arrive Saturday.
"The whole situation has been completely overwhelming," Drenk said
Friday. "The government had no real
place to put them, no food, no finances. They were completely unprepared."
Government officials had planned
to house the refugees in a gutted hotel
that lacked water and was heaped
with filth and vermin, Drenk said.
Instead, relief workers worked out an
agreement with the British owners of
a shuttered children's hospital that

.

Help Wanted
Camp Staff in Northern Minnesota

Pursuing energetic, caring, upbeat individuals who
wish to participate in our incredibily positive bro &
sis camp communities. Counselors to instruct
bkpack, camping, and activities including: Archery,
Bdsail, Sail, Fish, Climb, Blacksmith. Trip Leaders,
Videographers, kitchen and office space. Also Dir.
in Tripping, Waterfront, Swim, Pottery and Unit
Heads. 6/11-8/13.
call toll free 877-567-9140 or
camptbird@primary.net

WANTED!!
Experienced Dental Assistant
for the entire summer.
Pediatric Dentristry
Chris Carroll, D.M.D.
452-1543
Minnesota Elks Youth Camp

Near Brainerd, needs cabin counselors, cetified
lifeguards, craft specialist, naturalists, fishing specialist, music leader, camp nurse. June 9- Aug. 9
good pay!
EOE 612-441-9172 until May 1
218-953-2222 after May 1st.

Help Wanted
SUMMER IN CHICAGO!

Child care and light housekeeping.
For suburban Chicago families.
Responsible, loving, non-smoker.
Call Northfield Nannies.
847-501-5354
$$$EARN$$$

Raise all the money your group needs by conducting a VISA fundraiser on your campus. No
investments and very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not call for more
information Today!!
Call 1-800-808-7442 ext.5
Immediate opening

for volunteer video taping position to film practice for the 1999 spring Winona State football
season. Starting April 17 and ending May 14.
Direct all inquires to Bryan Hiller, Asst. football
coach, at
457-5558 or 452-6182
email:bhiller@vax2.winona.msus.edu
****SUBLEASER WANTED****

I Bedroom, close to campus
Laundry and off-street parking
Price negotiable
call 608-286-8814

provided about 130 beds. Another 40
refugees, mostly children, were sheltered in the orphanage where Drenk
works.
"Nobody here knows how many
more could be coming," Drenk said.
Drenk's experience underscores
how the sudden influx of more than
100,000 Kosovars is overwhelming
Albania, the poorest nation in Europe. Although the refugees initially
were relocated in Tirana, where humanitarian agencies have been sending resources, the numbers have become so overwhelming that they are
now being bused to all corners of the
nation.

ing to organize relief, but everyone's
running out of money."
This is Drenk's third visit to Albania; after three years at Iowa State
University, she is taking the year off
for mission work.
"I don't know if this could be my
career," she said. "It's terrifying, but
helping these people has been the
most rewarding thing I've ever done."
Before the refugees came, Drenk
and three other workers from Pathfinders had kept to the governmentrun orphanage, "teaching the children
about Jesus, teaching them English,
trying to show them love and compassion."
Now the work is more elementat:

"The children are all
crying, saying all they
want to do is go home.
It's the most heartbreaking thing I've ever seen."

Finding beds and food.
Seeing "people who have nothing

Tami Drenk
Albanian missionary
"The problem in these smaller cities is that supplies aren't getting out
of Tirana," said Joel Holm, executive
director of Pathfinders International,
the Chicago-based Christian relief
organization sponsoring Drenk's Albanian work. "Throughout the country, you have about 150 nongovernmental organizations like ours, which
have been there for years. We're try-

coming into a country that has less
than nothing" has overwhelmed
Drenk. "They have been robbed of
everything, and they are the kindest
people I've ever met." she said. "They
take the minimum of what we offer
them, step in to help us."
Drenk doesn't fear for her safety
— for now. If the numbers and tensions grow, triggering repeats of 1997
Albanian riots, though, "we could all
be living on the edge of the crossfire."
If chaos does descend on the city,
past experience shows that Americans often become targets, which is
why Drenk asked the Star Tribune not
to name the city.
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Misc.
Marketing and clerical assistant HomeShare Program
in Winona. 10-13 hrs/wk, flexible schedule. Computer
experience required. Microsoft Word, Excel, Power
Point preferred. Must have good organizational and
language skills and be self-motivated. For applications, call Pat Georgens at 507-864-7741. For information, call Barbara at 507-453-9666 ext.2 Applications
must be received by April 26,1999. EOE
Riverboat Crew

Come aboard Mississippi Riverboats this summer!
Boat, Office & Photo crew needed for passenger
vessels in St.Paul & Mpls. Ful -time seasonal positions available APR thru OCT; variety of hours. Start
$7.00/hr. Padelford Packet Boat Co., Harriet Island,
St.Paul MN 55107 227-1100 or 800-543-3908
HomeShare. Private homes with rooms or apt.

Safety screened. No utilities
Female: Upstairs room in senior lady's home $120 or
$135. 12 blocks to WSU, on bus line.
Female: Share 3 bdrm, 2 bath mobile home with
woman and son. $100. Goodview on bus line.
Female: Share home with younger woman. Shovel
snow, mow lawn. $125, 10 blocks east of WSU.
CALL Barbara (507) 453-9666 ext. 2
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Quiet on the set

Fifty-four papers given to University of Minnesota administration
Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS — The woman
who claims she wrote papers for University of Minnesota men's basketball players will share with investigators another 54 examples of work that
she claims she did for athletes.
Jan Gangelhoff of Danbury, Wis.,
provided the course work to the Saint
Paul Pioneer Press on Thursday.
The latest course work was found
on an old computer Gangelhoff said
she had given to a relative. It includes
54 take-home exams, research papers
or other work dated from 1994-96,
the Pioneer Press reported.

The papers contain the names of
eight former players, all of whose
names are already included on material among 225 documents
Gangelhoff previously gave to the
newspaper.
A university investigation is focusing on Gangelhoff's allegations
that she did course work for at least
20 men's basketball players from
1993-98 — which would be a violation of NCAA rules.
Gangelhoff is a former office manager for the university's academic
counseling unit.
Gangelhoff's attorney met Thursday with the school's investigators to

discuss a "game plan" for the inquiry.
Attorney Jim Lord said Gangelhoff
will soon go over the papers with
investigators. They still have not
agreed to the investigators' request
that she turn over her personal computer for examination by a forensics
expert.
Brian Berube, a former academic
counselor who once worked with
basketball players, also met with investigators Thursday.
He told them about an incident in
which men's basketball coach Clem
Haskins and an assistant berated him
in a letter after he forwarded suspicions about academic cheating by a

basketball player in 1995, the Star
Tribune reported.
Berube also said he talked with
investigators extensively about frustrations within the academic counseling program stemming from Haskins'
efforts to control counseling for basketball players.

The skinny
(1993-1998)
225 documents
8 players named
20 players accused
1 coach on the hot seat

WSU, RCTC receive
grant from MnSCU

Sure sign of spring

Courtesy of PIO
Winona State University, in partnership with Rochester Community
and Technical College, received a
combined Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities (MnSCU) grant of
$41,000 to support development of a
Bachelor of Applied Science in Allied Health curriculum and a second
combined MnSCU grant of $41,000
to support development of a Bachelor
of Applied Science in Industrial Technologies curriculum.
Both proposals were developed by
Ron Elcombe, mass communication,
and Russ Lohmann, Rochester Center Director, in cooperation with
RCTC.
WSU is also participating in the
development of two other MnSCU
supported Bachelor of Applied Science programs. Metropolitan State
University received funding to develop an Aviation Management program in collaboration withMinnesota
State University, Mankato; St. Cloud
University; Inver Hills Community

College; Minneapolis Communityand
Technical College and WSU; and
Dakota County Technical College
received funding to develop a Management program in collaboration
with Metropolitan State University
and WSU.
The WSU Learning Club received
a $3,000 grant from the Minnesota
Humanities Commission for a Learning in Retirement Network Grant. A
series of courses, mini-courses and
lectures are being prepared for 19992000, including, for example: a study
of populism and Jesse Ventura's first
year as Governor; a course on the
criminal justice system in Minnesota;
a history course on following the
Lewis and Clark Trail; an analysis of
British and American policies in health
care, welfare, and governmental structures taught by lecturers at the University of Bristol.
The Learning Club is a group of
older adults who organize and offer
academically oriented programs designed for retired persons under the
auspices of WSU's ACEED Office.

Brad Arnold/WINONAN

Iefferii squirfersits—atip a chair as he eats from a corn cob.
The sight of squirrels, along with other critters, is a sign that
spring is here to stay.
A

Jeff MulfingerAVIN0NAN

(From left) Zendyn Mahta, Josh Braaten and Jessica Andrews
watch and then critique the play Braaten directed for their
directing class Monday night.

IMPOR TANT NOTICE
Winona and surrounding Minnesota communities will be holding a
special election Tuesday to fill the seat vacated by Steve Morse.
Students who do not vote in another precinct may be able to register
to vote at the polls on election day. Campus residents will appear on a list
which the Residential Life Office will be sending to the County Auditor.
Campus residents will have to show the election judges a WSU ID card
and provide either a driver's license with their residence's address on it
or a friend who is already registered and is willing to vouch for them.
Students who do not live on campus will need to provide one of these
kinds of proof or a utility bill with their name and address on it.
Students who live on main campus will vote on main campus. Lourdes
and Loretto residents will vote at a polling place near west campus.
For more information, contact Stewart Shaw, registrar, at 457-5013.

o
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Available positions include (but not limited to):
News Editor
Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Advertising Representatives
Photographers
Columnists
Reviewers

All positions are paid and provide students with the
opportunity to gain knowledge and skills in the areas of
mass communication, design, layout, writing, management,
and myriad others.
Pick up an application in the Winonan office in Kryzsko
Commonq
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Signs of spring
Winona State students soak 'em up

S

pring has sprung — for the moment at least. People every
where, weary with winter, have
BREEIIAN
turned their face to the sun to embrace
rebirth and regrowth and pray that it
lasts through the weekend. And al- GERIEMAN
though flowers have yet to bloom, and
the grass is only a weak shade of
Editorial
green, a simple walk across the Winona
Columnist
State University campus will prove
that the bright days of spring are now
upon us.
My first clue that spring had come to WSU was the opening of the patio
outside the Smaug. It may seem trivial, but it proved the truth of the season.
Now smokers will have one more place to call their own. As for other campus
features, the landscape tells the tale of the forgotten winter in the paths worn
down by every student's disregard for the sidewalk system.
Spring's giddy nature has seemed to impair the better judgement of many
proud Winona State students. Some have abandoned the basic rules of apparel.
It is demonstrated in the disgusting prevalence of confusion about the difference between inside clothes and outside clothes.
Spring brings a wave of tiny tank tops with overexposed, gaudy bras.
Underwear was clearly designed to be worn inside of other clothes. Notice the
word under. And just because the sun is out does not mean shorts and a T-shirt
are warranted, although such hearty folks should be applauded for their
optimism.
Other common springtime occurrences come in one form or another of
using the beautiful weather to rationalize all your less than stellar academic
choices. Take for instance the increasing large number of students who will
miss their afternoon classes. On a day full of warm breezes and blue skies, any
class after 11 a.m. seems like an unnecessary hardship. And after enjoying
yourself in the sun and into the night, those morning classes start to look as silly
as those in the afternoon. I can't forget to pay tribute to those professors who
also share this fair-weather philosophy however masked under "work" days
they may be.
I had been working away on my studies, diligently, of course, when I started
to notice seemingly random numbers on students' calendars and dry-erase
boards. The countdown to summer has started, which is the true measure of
spring on any university campus. I have noticed people quoting, and even
debating, the number of days left in normal conversation. Whether or not finals
week can truly be considered in the figure seems to be the big question.
Robins, flowers and weathermen are great indicators of springtime, but they
are not required for any Winona State student to declare his or her independence from winter. I only needed to weave a path through the courtyard hoping
not to be struck by a stray Frisbee or football to signal the change in season.
Others chose to wear sandals to class to test the reaction while others haven't
been to class all week. If you need proof that Mother Nature has finally smiled
down on us in southeastern Minnesota, you won't find it on the calendar, but
you will find somewhere at WSU.
Breehan Gerleman is a columnist for the Winonan. She can be reached via
e-mail at the following address: Bgerlema7751@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
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LETTERS TO ThE EdITOR
Time for a change WSU grad, teacher
Dear Editor,
on our side

and from those who rush to line themselves up with shoot now ask questions later political showmen-celebrities. He cares deeply about the needs
of hard-working and minimum wage
citizens, and he works tirelessly for
the common good.
Please remember that the future of
democracy depends on whether
people care to vote.
Emilio DeGrazia
English professor

bodia while simultaneously there was
a near complete blackout of coverage
of U.S.-supported atrocities in East
Timor.
There is a logical explanation for
the fact that a superpower like the
United States is willing to use its air
force in support of a guerrilla army.
After the Soviet Union and most of
eastern Europe went capitalist, only
one socialist state, Yugoslavia, remained. Therefore, the breakup of
Yugoslavia was very important to the
United States and other capitalist
countries.
The Kurdish guerrillas are leftist
in political orientation. The last thing
the United States would want to see in
the oil-rich Middle East would be a
socialist Kurdistan.
The prime motivation factor of U.S.
foreign policy is the preservation of
capitalism and enhancement of corporate power and profits. The tender
concern expressed by government officials and the media for refugees and
victims of atrocities is for public consumption only.
Gary Sudborough
Bellflower, Calif.

Bob Kierlin needs to be elected to
the Minnesota Senate seat vacated by Dear Editor,
Steve Morse. Unlike his challengers
The upcoming special election for
for this seat, Kierlin has created more
the Minnesota Senate district seat is
than 4,800 jobs in the private sector in very important to Winona State Unideveloping his successful business, versity faculty, staff and students. I
proving that he has all of the desirable would like to urge all students to take
characteristics that we need repre- the few easy steps to the voting booths
senting us in St. Paul.
in Minne Hall on April 13 (bring
Kierlin has been a productive along a student ID), and I'd like to
worker since age 7 when he started provide three reasons why a vote for
Are the media
sweeping the floors in his dad's busi- Gene Pelowski is a vote for the implaying favorites?
ness for a nickel. Since then he has provement of education.
worked his way through college,
First, Pelowski is a longtime his- Dear Editor,
served in the Peace Corps, co-founded tory teacher at Winona Senior High
Why is it that I see daily pictures of
Fastenal and served as a volunteer School who has a genuine understandburning villages, refugees and maswith the Winona Port Authority, the ing of public education problems. As
sacre victims in Kosovo and no picCarlson School of Advisors and the a member of the House Education
W bile being a nontraditional
tures at all of Kurdish victims of far
Hiawatha Education Foundation.
student has its shares of
Committee, he has been in the trenches
worse atrocities in Turkey? There are
During this time he has also ac- fighting for both improved funding
challenges, there is one
JON
hundreds of thousands of Kurdish
tively supported both public and pri- and quality. His vision extends beway in which those of us nontrads
refugees. Their villages have been
vate
educational activities that have yond public education to include the
who have already been in college
bombed and strafed by Turkish helibenefited all students in our area.
have a leg up on our traditional peers.
needs of private schools.
copters and jets supplied by the United
Kierlin's goals of reducing taxes
Very often I hear some of my
Secondly, as a WSU graduate,
States. Why are the Albanian separatwill
surely earn him a better Taxpay- Pelowski is familiar with and devoted
Editorial
fellow students say how they will get
ists treated as freedom fighters by the
ers League of Minnesota Taxpayers to WSU. He has been instrumental in
up at 4:30 a.m. to compose that reU.S. media while the Kurdish guerrilColumnist
Scorecard rating than Representative getting Stark Hall and the new library
search paper that's due tomorrow
las are called terrorists? Why is an
Gene Pelowski, who earned a 1998 and has been in close and sympathetic
morning. Or how they will start studyindependent Kosovo deemed good
rating of zero on 15 House votes. It is communication with WSU faculty,
ing tomorrow for that midterm that's this week.
Letters to the editor turned
and an independent Kurdistan bad?
I shake my head when I hear this and try to say that, from experience, I know truly time for a change, and your vote administration and students.
The media coverage reminds me
in on a disk should be saved
it doesn't work. My advice goes unheeded because they just have to get that on April 13 for Kierlin is needed to
Finally, Pelowski is a fine person of the situation MIT professor Noam
as a text file on either an
high score on the "Battlebot assasins" computer game, and then they'll study. put his unlimited talents to work for who brings integrity, commitment and Chomsky describes in his book,
IBM
or a Macintosh floppy.
us in the Minnesota Senate.
Life can be a hard teacher.
practicality to his politics. His good
"Manufacturing Consent." Chomsky
Disks
can be picked up the
But there's one area in which my younger peers have it all over us nontrads. Donald 0. Peterson
sense distinguishes him from candi- points out that extensive coverage
Monday
after submission.
And that's when it comes to computers. They grew up with the Web and e- Winona
dates who are righteously right-wing
was given to enemy atrocities in Cammail. We didn't. I can remember when Pacman was new. I can remember when
the TRS-80 was the height of technology.
Voice your opinion
Sometimes I get so frustrated with the darn things that I anxiously await
President Krueger's announcement of the Parchment & Quill U Initiative.
We invite our readers to share their opinions in these columns. All letters to the editor must be received
But we're catching up.
by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication days.
I've even got an e-mail account now. I surf the Web regularly, and I'm
Please send your letters to the Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987. You may also e-mail us
designing my own Web page.
at: Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
And with all the online communities out there, it shouldn't surprise you that
we geezers of higher education have organized our own virtual clans.
All letters must include your name, major, year in school and phone number to be published. All letters
In fact, all you've got to do is plug the word, "nontraditional students" into
are subject to editing when space is limited.
any handy-dandy search engine, and you'll get a bunch of hits. Most of them
Please direct questions to the managing editor at (507) 457-5119.
are Web sites of individual campus organizations.
But there are a few out there for national organizations, So if you're feeling
a little alone and powerless, there are friends out there.
One way to find these friends is to type in www.nontrad.org and dial up the
SPORTS EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
CHIEF COPY EDITOR
national Nontraditional Students Organization Web site. Or maybe you won't
Michael Sigrist
Lauren Osborne
Michelle Wolf
because it is not the best one I found. It's mostly a no-frills site used for
membership recruitment that gives a very brief overview of what these people
do.
A much better one is the Association Of Nontraditional Students in Higher
EDITORIAL
EDITOR-AT-LARGE
NEWS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITORS
Education site (antshe.org ). This site has much more bells and whistles. It has
Michelle Wolf
Mike Kaebisch
Jackie M. Jedynak
a small archive of newspaper and journal articles of interest. It also has news
BOARD
about what the organization does. It even has a "Nontraditional Students Page
Jeff Mulfinger
Fame." OK, granted I haven't heard of most of the people on this page. Bob
Dole doesn't count because he entered college after World War II when the
campuses were flooded with returning vets.
The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State
But hey, Oprah's on there! A very cool site.
University
and College system, Winona State University, its faculty or staff or the student body. Any
Besides Web sites like this, there are other reasons to love computers. One
questions or comments should be directed to the Winonan publication board, the managing editor, the
I can think of is that someone e-mailed me to give me a tip for my next column.
The subject of this e-mail is what we'll be talking about when next we meet.
editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor. Be sure to include your name, major, year in school and
So, until then, keep watching this space.
telephone number with each submission. Letters may also be sent via e-mail at:
Jon Pike is a columnist for the Winonan. He can be reached via e-mail at
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu and must also include the above information. Thank you.
the following address: Jpike4282@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
'4

A leg up

Nontrads may be wiser, but traditional
students more computer savvy
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The World of Oz
How
Mortimer
became
the
Easter
Elf

S

and cradled Bunny's head.
A silent moment `tween them passed,
`til Santa sadly said,

Nick
OZMENT

"Already I fly 'round the world
once every Christmas eve,
full laden with good cheer and gifts
for all who will receive.

Opinion
Columnist

"Then the better part of the year
I'm swamped updating lists:
Who's born, who's died, who's bad, who's good —
the paperwork's a bitch!"

anta felt restless one spring day,
cooped up at the North Pole.
He paced about and then exclaimed,
"I'm sick of all this snow!"

A grief profound filled Bunny's eyes,
and painfully he pled,
"Then who will color all the eggs?
And how will they be hid?"

"I think I'll take a break this spring.
I ought to have some fun.
You elves, tether the reindeer up —
and Mama, get my gun!"

"An elf committee I will form,
who'll color all the eggs!
I'll pull some off their other jobs,
like filling Christmas kegs.

So off did Santa fly to hunt
deep in Norwegian woods.
"I've not forgot my hunting days,"
he bragged, "I'll bag the goods!"

"Then from among my helpers all,
I'll pick one special elf.
A willing one able to take
this burden on himself."

Concealed behind a holly bush
beside a rabbit path,
he waited patient as a man
who double-checks his math.

And so was Mortimer declared
the little Easter Elf.
He gravely took the basket down
from late E. Bunny's shelf.

He finally saw one hopping fast
on down the bunny trail.
With rifle raised to ruddy cheek,
he shot! The bunny fell.
"Why, that's the biggest rabbit there
I think I've ever seen.
Except for — no, it cannot be!
Could I have been so mean?!"
"Old friend, is that you that I've shot?
What is it I have done?"
"Nearsighted oaf," the rabbit said,
"You shot me with your gun!"
"My life is fading fast, Big Guy.
One promise you must make.
Since you're the reason that I die,
You must my burden take."
Then Santa knelt with tear-filled eyes,

At first, he wore a bunny suit,
but it began to itch.
He stripped down to his old green duds,
and tossed it in a ditch.
So if your Easter eggs this year
are runny or have cracks,
or if they're not so well concealed,
cut Mortimer some slack.
And should you spy the Easter Elf
sneaking by your back wall,
You may see dangling from his belt
a lucky Rabbit's paw!
Nick Ozment is a columnist for the Winonan. He can be
reached via e-mail at the following address:
Winonan @ vax2. winona. m sus. edu.
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Unwanted
Easter eggs

A

ll material here is mine. If
anyone would like to use it,
he/she would either have to
do my laundry or give me some Pez.
In my family, the Easter Bunny
comes every year and hides Easter
eggs in our house. Now this must be
pretty tough because we have a really
big dog. If my dog did catch the
Easter Bunny, I wonder what he would
do with it. He'd probably just sit
down at the table and play Crazy
Eight's with it. My dog is really into
cards.
Anyway, every year about two
weeks or so after Easter is over we
have all of these left over Easter eggs
that we don't know what to do with.
So I decided to help with the dispensing of some of these unwanted Easter
eggs by giving some ideas of what to
do with them.
A lot of people don't realize that
Easter eggs can be recycled just like
plastics and aluminum cans. Yes it's
true; through a new breakthrough in
technology we can now recycle Easter eggs. You're probably wondering
what is done with the recycled Easter
eggs, aren't you? Well some of the
Easter eggs get put in a big freezer
and are saved for next year. This
might not be sanitary, but it works.
Easter Egg technicians can freeze the
eggs so they stay fresh all year.
Other eggs get put through machines, making them into ordinary
everyday products like sweaters and
fart sprays. Yes it's true: the two
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major things that are created from
recycled Easter eggs are sweaters,
which usually go out to sheep after
they have their wool cut because they
are so cold in the winter without th4ir
wool, and fart sprays. The next time
you pick up a can of fart spray, chea
out the ingredient label, and there will
probably be recycled Easter eggs in
that can.
Some people like to keep the unwanted Easter eggs and use them for
other various household thing§. You
can do a myriad of things with unwanted Easter eggs. You could use
them for decorations on the outside of
your house and have everyone know
that you are filled with the Easter
spirit every day of your life when
actually you just thought they looked
nice out by the petunias.
You could take the eggs with you
to the golf course and use them instead of golf balls. Golf balls are rather
expensive, and these Easter eggs are
close enough in shape. In fact, they
might even improve your game. You
could use an Easter Egg for a door
stop — just jam it under the door, and
it should stay open ... for a while at
least. You can play catch or baseball
with an Easter Egg. They won't get
you all yucky like regular eggs do
since these are Easter eggs. So you
won't have to worry if you drop one.
You could send some Easter eggs
to a friend of yours that is far away
that wanted some. Send them priority
mail, so they'll get there fast and
fresh. Your friend will greatly appreciate it I'm sure. You could tie them to
a rocket and shoot them into the sky
so when they re-enter the Earth's at-

mosphere they'llbe fried and ready to
eat. Just he ready with a plate, and
don't forget to check for clearance
from the local airport — you don't
want tO be shooting any planes down
with Easter eggs!
Yoti could give some of youc Easter eggs away as presents to your
friends and family members who have
birthdays around now. I'm sure they
wound love a pretty Easter Egg. When
you're at school in your class you
could play "pass the egg," a furl
during which you pass the Easter Egg
among the people in the clasS, and
whoinever1he teacher yells at apt for
bringing an Easter Egg to class Loses.
Great fun tb be had by all !
You could also start paying for gas
with Easter eggs instead of with
money. In taster Bunny Lapd, right
off Highway 43, that's all They do.
You alvays see those EasterBunnies
tearing around Easter Bunny Land in
their high octane burning cars. Just
remember to watch out when those
Easter Bunnies are driving around —
they aren't that good of drivers. But
that's OK since they give us candy
and Easter eggs.
You could carry an Easter Egg
with you for always in your left pocket
and save it for luck. After, all, if a
rabbit's foot is lucky, isn't an Easter
Bunny's egg lucky too? Don't forget,
about half way through November
you could hide the Easter eggs again
and have this whole fun all over again !
What great joy!
I just hope people realize that the
unwanted Easter eggs they have don't
have to go to waste. They can be
recycled at the Easter Egg Recycling
Plant and used in a myriad of things.
The ideas listed in this column are just
a few. Easter eggs can be used in so
many ways and for so many days.
Easter is all around us — in the clothes
we wear, the thoughts we think, the
fart spray we smell.
Dustin Moburg is a columnist for
the Winonan. He can be reached via
e-mail at the following address:
Dmoburg3058@vax2.winona.msus.edu.
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What do you think about the United States' involvement in Kosovo?

p

ick your battles. It was, and
undoubtedly still is, often used
as an admonition spoken by
parents, teachers and older siblings
that carried very little weight at the
time it was preached. But, now, in the
midst of full-scale ground and air attacks by NATO against Serbian forces
accused of pushing (or scaring) ethnic
Albanians out of Kosovo, the gentle
warning carries a lot of weight, especially for Americans.
In a Monday Associated Press news
update on the Balkan "situation,"
Clinton was quoted as saying, "Our
plan is to persist until we prevail."
Similar revelations, bolstered by his
recent actions, imply that our Commander in Chief believes it is our
battle to fight.
It is during times like these that it is
important to make a distinction between involvement and intervention.
"Getting involved," generally speaking, is understood to mean "taking an
active role," "lending a hand," "helping out"; whereas, "intervening" connotes "dominating," "providing unsolicited aid and backup," "taking
over." With 220 of the 400 aircraft
bombers circling the overseas hot spot
belonging to the United States, many
Americans fear we are fast approaching, if not already at, a level of intervention.
This wouldn't be a new concept for
Clinton. Despite his success in depleting the U.S. military, we still have the
most sophisticated operation in the
world ... and Clinton has surely not
neglected it; over the past six years, he
has deployed our troops 61 times. It's
true ... but why?
The United States, under Clinton's
command, seems to jump at the opportunity to help other nations, disregarding the type and severity of the
effects our involvement — or intervention, however you may view it —
may have on our people, our economy
and our future relations with those
nations and their supporters.
Take, for example, our current status with Russia. Fact one: Russia, our
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enemy in this crisis, can't afford to
feed its approximately 150,000,000
people because it is so adamant about
constructing bigger and better weapons and aircraft, namely bombers.
Fact two: Early Thursday morning,
Russia sent war ships into the Mediterranean with U.S. ships in an attempt to keep us at bay. Fact three: the
United States is loaning Russia large
sums of money so its people can subsist.
I can't find a straight line of logic;
why, when America's income tax is
at its highest, would we loan money to
a nation that is prioritizing its inhabitants afterguns and planes and threatening to use its military force, albeit
not the least bit comparable to ours, to
keep us away from the Balkans?
It's also interesting to note that in
World War II, German dictator
Adolph Hitler bombed the Serbians
to no end, and the Serbs fought as our
Allies. Now, we're bombing them
with reckless abandon, which seems
to be the trend emerging from
Clinton's decisions and actions; the
United States appears to pay no mind
to the potentially hazardous shortand long-term effects that it may incur. We can' t solve our own country's
problems. How ban we feel so confident taking great risks tp try to solve
those of another nation/
It can't be argued that Clinton indeed picked his battles; in my opinion, he just didn't pick them wisely.
Lauren Osborne is the managing
editor for the Winonan. She can be
reached by phone at 457-5119 or via
e-mail at the following address:
Losborne9290@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

I think its a mistake to think we
are there for humanitarian reasons,
otherwise we'd he in Rwanda,
Ethiopia, Tibet, Chiapas and many
other places. I think we're there to
support the European Union and
keep a region there that we helped
put in place.
Dan Petersen
senior/history

In Iraq, we flew 1,700 flights a
day. In Kosovo, we've flown 1,700
total. We should go after them full
force if we are going to do anything at all. Ultimately, it's those in
power who need to be removed.
Robert Guidavini
senior/management information
systems

I don't think they should be there.
They claim to be trying to keep the
peace, but by being there, they are
getting too involved. It's good they
are trying to help, but I think they
should not get so involved. Just
because they are a superpower
does not mean they can get
involved in any other country.
Audrey Nairi
freshman/urtdecided

1 really don't know a whole lot
about it, but I don't like the idea of
the bombing, and I'd like to see it
stop. do feel really sorry for the
Albanians though.
Amanda Gannon
freshman/marketing

I haven't followed it for that long,
but I think the decision makers in
NATO and the U.N. are doing what
they think is best. The U.S. is doing
a good job at trying to keep the
peace and acting as a leader.
Erteza Abdullah
senior/computer science

I think any time we lean lend a
helping hand to another country or
people, we should kelp. We have
the power to do so. If we were not
to, it would be an abuse Of' power
John Dehnke
general maintenance worker

I think the ethnic cleansing and
terrible things happening need to
stop, but I don't think we are necessarily the ones who should do it.
Mike Swenson
sophomore/accounting

I really don't know that much
about it. I'm for stopping the horrible treatment of the Albanians, but
whether we should be the ones to
stop it, 1 don't know.
Mike Montgomery
freshman/management
information systems
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WSU men find
success on all fields

W

hat the WSU men's
athletic teams lack in
actual varsity teams — it
fields only five — it makes up for
in wins and championships.
Team wise, WSU boasts
outstanding statistics. The five
sports — basketball, baseball,
football, golf and tennis — have
combined for 266 wins and eight
Northern Sun Intercolleigate
Conference championships, not to
mention scores of close seconds
over the last five years.
If we were talking individual
awards, WSU football alone could
boast of its own 37 All-NSIC
selections and 13 All-Americans
over the last six seasons.
But we're talking teams, and the
men of WSU have excelled.
Tom Sawyer's football squad
(41-24-1 last six seasons) is quite
literally the preseason pick as NSIC
champions each and every year.
The Warriors have rattled off backto-back titles, while compiling an
18-4 mark. They rattled off two
perfect NSIC seasons and were well
on their way to the playoffs before
getting ousted by Northern Iowa
this year.
Mike Leaf's basketball squad
finished with its second-straight 102 NSIC season — and a tie for the
championships title. They too, went
off on their own tear, winning 12straight conference games.
And Gary Grob's athletes
epitomize consistency on the
baseball diamond.
In 31 years, G-Force-led teams
have had .500 seasons all but once.
Over the last six seasons he's
racked up 139 wins against 88 losses.
Two years ago they placed
second in the NSIC, and then
followed that up with a 39-17
record and a berth in the playoffs in
l 9r'8. This year, the Warriors are
looking strong again, as they've
reeled off 18 wins to just six losses.
"It's easier to recruit when you
win. Athletes want to come and be
associated with that. Winning
breeds winning," Grob said. "It's
kind of American culture — people
want to identify with a winner."
And the men's teams have
succeeded.
WSU's women's sports have
historically struggled as a whole,
and this is by no means a stab in the
back, because they have improved,
but men are experiencing a greater
success than their peers.
Grob, like most, wasn't about to,
"pit (the men and women) against
each other," but he did point out the
obvious.
"We've got a hard working,
enthusiastic staff. But one of the
things is that it's easier to get
quality athletes in the men's
programs," he said. "Men seem
more willing to participate when
they get to college. Men do pick a
school to play sports of their
choice."
Often times, women have trouble
filling out their rosters (take track's
20-some athletes). Victories, sadly,
are proportionally related to
numbers — if you have numerous
athletes, you're likely to have
plenty of wins. Losses reflect
poorly on high school recruits,
which Grob referred to.
He also spoke of the differences
between two generations of athletes.
"The athletic skill is better," he
said. "They're more tone and in
better shape and conditioned better,
but they've also got more distractions and then the commitment
wains."
But it seems the commitment
hasn't lessened all that much yet.

Michael Sigrist is the sports
editor at the Winonan. He can be
reach by e-mail at the following
address: sigs I 124@yahoo.com
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Cyndy Schubbe has found her
niche on the Winona State University
softball team — and it's on the pitchers mound.
The freshman has notched a 7-4
record and 48 strikeouts, and the season isn't even half-way over. Two of
those wins came Thursday in WSU's
first home games of the season.
Schubbe picked up both of the
Warrior's 3-2 wins.
Schubbe pitched the full seven innings of the first game, then came in
during the eighth inning of game two,
in relief of Rachel Lockwood and
faced two batters to get the 'W.' Even
though it was Schubbe's ninth pitching performance, the home debut gave
her some butterflies.
"I was really nervous ... first game
at home ... freshman pitcher," Schubbe
said.
But the nervousness didn't last too
long.
Schubbe's freshman stature wasn't
reflected in her performance. She col-

Michael Sigrist
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The Winona State gymnastics
team, which tallied four victories
this season, got word March 31
that they qualified for team Nationals held April 14-18 in New
Haven, Conn.
The Warriors, who averaged
186.05 as a team, slipped into the
competion when James Madison
University chose to compete in
Divison I.
`We're very excited," WSU
coach Rob Muray said. "We've
qualified individuals before, but
this is the first time since I've
been here that we've qualified as
a team; we're a little bit shocked."
It was a nice surprise for four
seniors who had thought their careers were coming to a close to
learn of the news.
"For the seniors, I think they
saw the conference championships as their swan song," Murray
said. "They were winding down
... it was kind of bittersweet."
Heidi Wolf agreed.
"It's so wierd," she said. "It's
something we didn't expect. There
was at first a mixed emoiton; we
wanted to be done with it, but then
we realized that, 'Hey, this a great
opportunity. We have a chance to
suprise people. —
Wolf, for one, doesn't plan on
altering her routines much.
"I just expect to hit everything.
I'm not making any major
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UW-EC's Becky Bourne gets kicked in the face at second base by Becki Steffan in Thursday's 3-2 win.
lected six strikeouts and gave up seven
hits during the first game and struck
out one of the two batters she faced in
the second game.
WSU coach Myron Smith was
impressed with Schubbe's pitching
talent and gives credit to LeRoy
Anderson, WSU's pitching coach.
"He's done a good job with all the
pitchers," Smith said. "Schubbe's
gotten the big wins. She's developed
her change-up quicker than we

thought."
Schubbe has also learned the different aspects of being a college
pitcher.
"I know what I have to do now;
move the ball a lot more, change up
speed, play mind games with the batters," she said. "I think I'm finally
starting to settle in."
WSU 3, UW-Eau Claire 2
Winona State held off a sixth-inning rally by UW-EC to get the 3-2

win at Bambenek Field.
With runners on second and third
with two outs, BluGold Leah Demares
hit a pop-fly over WSU third baseman
Becki Steffan, scoring pinch-runner
Katie Dunn and shortstop Becky
Bourne. The Warriors still had the 32 lead, but now they had to protect it.
A lot of that pressure landed on the
shoulders of Schubbe.
See Warriors, page 11

Lipinski wins twice; WSU teammates fall
Bulldogs show why
their champions
DULUTH, Minn. — After Mike
Lipinski's victory at No. 1 singles, the
Winona State University men's tennis team chances of upsetting defending conference champions UM
Duluth increased on Friday.
However, the Bulldogs showed
why they're the champs as they swept
the five remaining single matches

keying them to the 6-3 victory.
Lipinski beat Jeff Skubic 5-7, 6-2,
6-3 in singles.
"The great thing about Mike is he
can overcome any obstacle," Warrior
coach Greg Whitmore said. "After
losing the first set, he stuck with his
game plan and came through with the
victory."
He paired up with Sean Kangrgra
in No. 1 doubles and defeated the pair
of Skubic and Josh Stakka, 8-5.

"He's a good team leader,"
Whitmore added.
The Warriors, who are off to a 2-8
start, scored another point at No. 3
doubles as Kyle Oberg and Damien
Fox downed Tyler Behrens and Ryan
Durand, 8-4, a victory which pleased
Whitmore.
"We've been practicing our
doubles most of last week, so the
results are nice to see."
With the conference tournament

in two weeks (April 23-24 at Duluth),
Whitmore knows what they have to
work on to stop the Duluth domination.
"We've got to be more consistent.
That's the most important thing in
tennis," he said.
Winona State lookes to tame the
Mavericks of the University of Minnesota, Mankato Saturday (noon) in
Mankato.

See Nationals, page 11

Starters hold NSU to three hits; Kristof homers twice
hits and one run.
He briefly got into trouble in the
second inning when he surrendered
back-to-back walks with two outs.
He then struck out Corey Ritter to
end the inning.
Wirkkala threw an arm-saving
67 pitches — 22 in that second inning.
He did benefit from more run
production than Heifort however.
The Warriors struck in the first
inning again.
Killebrew, hitting third, hit into a
6-2 fielder's choice that forced leadoff hitter Mueske after he had
doubled and moved to third.
Killebrew then promptly took
Mueske's place at second with a
stolen base and scored on Jason
Moe's RBI single past third.
Moe in turn reached second with
a stolen base of his own. One out
later, he scored — from second —
on an infield single.
Altavilla pounded a swinging
bunt to the pitcher and beat out the
throw, while Moe rounded third and
headed home. The throw from first
baseman Cory Ritter to home was
too late, and WSU found itself up 2-
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There couldn't have been a better day to watch two dominating
performances on the mound than
Saturday.
With dark clouds and sprinkles,
Winona State University completed
a four-game sweep of Northern State
behind its No. 3 and perhaps No. 4
starter.
WSU won game one 2-0 behind
a one-hit performance from Troy
Heifort, and then Kevin Wirkkala
held the Wolves hitless for five innings in route to winning the second contest 4-1.
WSU 2, NSU 0
Heifort couldn't have been happier than he was after his third victory of the season.
The sophomore from Ramsey,
Minn., by way of Grand View Iowa,
consistently held Northern (1-14,
0-4 NSIC) in check.
Pitching with just a 1-0 lead —
uncharacteristic of Warrior teams
as of late — Heifort seemed oblivious.
"I tried not to let the score bother
me," he said. "I had to just go out
there and throw strikes. I knew ... I
hoped our offense would get going."
But the Warriors bats didn't get
going all that much.
WSU only managed three hits of
its own off freshman Wolves' starter
Andy Lyke, but one hit indeed made
up for the lack of production.
Paul Kristof's pinch-hit solo
home run to lead off the sixth inning
gave WSU the 2-0 decision.
Kristof s blast, his first of the
day, shot some 400 feet to straightaway center field and hit off the top
of the fence before bouncing over.
NSU coach Nate Gibbs wasn't
at all disappointed with his team's
performance or that of his young
hurler.
"He throws a lot of strikes,"
Gibbs said. "He's been throwing
very well for us the last couple of
games.
"We've just got to be able to do
all three (hit, play defense and
pitch)," he said. "You're not going
to win against a quality team like
WSU if you don't."
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Troy Heifort delivers a pitch Saturday against NSU. He threw a one-hit complete game shutout.
The Warriors, who blew by the
Wolves 13-1 and 5-0 Friday, seemed
to be on their usual offensive war path
to start the game.
Shortstop Shea Mueske, entering
the game hitting . 325, laced his second triple in two days to right field on
the fifth pitch of the game. One out
later he was plated by Shawn
Killebrew's sacrifice fly.
But between the first frame and
Kristof's blast, WSU managed just
one other hit— a Nick Altavilla double
off the wall in the fourth.
All the while, Heifort continued
his shutout ways.
"My curveball is my best pitch,"
he said. "It really sets up the fastball,
and even my curve wasn't that great
today; I got by.
"This is great," he continued.
"We've got a lot of great guys in this
program."
The only trouble Heifort seemed
to have came in the third when he
walked two batters with two outs. But
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Paul Kristof is congratulated at
home after a home run.
he shook it off and retired the Wolves'
right fielder to end the inning.
"I don't know," Heifort said about
the third frame. "I just couldn't get it

... I lost it for a while."
Heifort finished his six innings with
just Bill Schmitt's harmless single to
flaw his line.
Mat O'Brien, who more and more
looks to be WSU's saving grace from
the pen, came in for the final inning
and retired the Wolves 1-2-3.
WSU 4, NSU 1
You couldn't expect a better
pitched game than Heifort's; but
Wirkkala came up with one.
The sophomore threw five innings
of hitless ball at the Wolves, before
Jeremy Schmitt and Jared Borge laced
sixth-inning singles off him.
Borge led off the inning and came
around to score on a sacrifice fly.
But for five innings, WSU looked
to be on the verge of a no-hitter.
"I'm not surprised really," Grob
said. "Some of (NSU's) best hitters
are injured, which makes it hard. But
everyone pitched great today."
Wirkkala's final line was impressive: six innings, six strike outs, two

0.

"That was good base running by
lvioe," Grob said. "That kind of
busted their backs; he was aggressive."
Moe, who entered the day hitting
.365, finished the game 1-for-3
with one RBI and one run.
WSU tacked on another two runs
in a quicker fashion in the third
inning.
Kristof, the designated hitter for
the second game, pounded a tworun blast over the right field wall
and onto Maxwell Field, a relatively
amateurishly estimated, 460 feet
away.
The freshman had two hits on the
day that totaled 800-plus feet.
"We got one by me earlier (in the
at-bat)," Kristof said. "I was expecting something off speed, and he
threw me a change-up. He pretty
much put it right down there for
me."
Grob and friends were discussing the hit later.
"It was probably the longest I've
See Sweep, page 10
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WSU offense scores 18 runs; pitching holds Northern to one
far in the playoffs," Warrior coach on a passed ball.
Gary Grob said. "Today, they did
Meanwhile, Davis had a perfect
WINONAN
what we asked them to do."
game going through four innings unThe Winona State University baseWSU 5, Northern State 0
til Schmitt reached on a single to start
ball team was picked to he the favorite
Winona got all the runs it needed the fifth.
as the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
in the second inning when three runs
"I was going one batter at a time
Conference champion this year. Fri- scored. Travis
and keeping the
day, in the conference opener against Zick started
score out of my
Northern State, things were going as the inning with
head," Davis said.
planned: WSU routed the Wolves 5-0 a double, Nick
For the transfer
"Those two kids
and 13-1.
Altavilla
from
the University
we're going to have
The Warriors received strong ef- walked, and
of Minnesota,
to rely on if we're
forts from starting pitchers Jeff then catcher
Mankato, it's been a
going to get far in
Weinkauf (3-1) and Andy Davis.
Ryan Yahnke
good time coming
Wei nkauf threw a shutout over five lined a single
the playoffs."
back home.
innings, giving up only three hits and to rightfield
"It's been nice to
striking out five in the first game. scoring Zick.
Gary Grob
come back," he said.
Davis (3-2) went the distance in Game A sacrifice fly
"I've been getting
WSU baseball coach
2 striking out six and giving up three
by Travis
more playing time
hits. He allowed only four baserunners
Welch then
this year, and I'm
all game.
brought Altavilla home. Yahnke stole getting along with these guys."
"Those two kids we're going to second, reached third on an error by
The Warriors put two more runs
have to rely on if we're going to get catcher Bill Schmitt and came home on the board in the fifth when Shawn
Killebrew scored Welch on a sacriJeff MUIfillger/WINONA
fice fly and Zick had an RBI single
Andre
Overland
(23)
tries
busting
up
a
a
double
play
Friday
as
Jason
Denzer
throws
to
first.
that brought in Shea Mueske.
Jeff Gilbertson (1- I ) took the loss
for the Wolves, but in the words of out of the game."
NSU coach Nate Gibbs, "Gilbertson
Gibbs agreed.
did a good job. We couldn't ask for
"They jumped us on early and we
more than giving up only five runs to couldn't respond," he said.
a hitting team like Winona. We
Mueske started off with a triple.
couldn't do it offensively."
He came around to score on a
That credit goes to Davis.
Killebrew single. Mueske finished
"I was impressed by Davis," Gibbs
3-for-4 with an RBI.
Adam Johnson
had heated Winona twice before in
added. "He got out of a couple of jams
While the offense was scoring
SPECIAL, TO THE WINONAN
tournaments at Notre Dame. But the
late in the game."
one run after another, Weinkauf (3They're at it again.
Warriors avenged those losses, winBut Davis was giving credit to the
1) was sitting in the dugout keeping
The WSU ultimate frisbee team ning 15-11.
rest of team.
his mind on the job.
came out on top of a tournament at
"Although we have had a vcr\
"We've got one of the best offense
"The toughest thing to do is keep
Northwestern over the weekend.
successful season so far, we need to
in the state and a solid defense. If the your concentration and not lose your
Led by co-captains Brain concentrate on upcoming tournapitching remains strong, we could go focus in a game like this," he said.
Clennon, Howie Laubscher, Andy ments to assure national recognifar."
"You have to tell yourself that it's a
Dikeman and Joshua Guyette, the tion," Laubscher said.
Zick and Yahnke were the hitting close game and not a rout."
Warriors wen't undefeated through
And fellow teammate Mike Thstars for the Warriors. Both went 2Like Davis, Weinkauf was quick
six games.
ompson agreed.
for-3 with an RBI.
to give out credit.
Winona State beat Bradley Col"I am very pleased at how we
WSU 13, Northern State 1
"We got a great defense, which is
lege (13-3), the University of Min- we have all played this season: w:
Wolves starting pitcher Cory Ritter going to be the key all season, plus
nesota (13- 1 ) and Northwestern (13- have all the components needed t( ,
(0-3) learned a lesson in Game 1: me and catcher (Van Eperen) are
4) in the first game of competition.
make a run at nationals."
Have your best stuff, or the Warrior pretty much in sync."
And in the second day, the WarThe ultimate frisbee team hosts
bats will make you pay.
Mueske wasn't the only Warrior
riors found they belonged by beating rare tournament Saturday and Sun
In the first two innings, WSU put who was hot offensively. Killebrew
the University of Illinois (13-3). In a day (9 a.m.- 4 p.m.) at Lake Winona.
11 runs on the board, highlighted by went 3-for-4 with two RBIs and
hard'- fought battle against the the The Winona Spring Warm-Up conthe seven-run first.
Altavilla was 2-for-3 with two RBIs.
University of Texas, WSU won 13- sists of more than 20 teams, and
Jeff Mulfinger/WiNoNAN
"It was exciting to see them get a And Jason Moe and Van Eperen each
10 to advance to the finals.
the Warriors win, it would be theil
Jason Moe fields Damien Lampl's ground ball in the fourth inning of good start," Grob said, referring to the
knocked in two RBIs.
10th tournament victory of the yea r.
In the championship match, WSU
Friday's 13-1 win over Northern State University. Moe finished the
first inning. "It took (Northern) right
met new rival Dayton (Ohio), which
game 1-(or-4 with two RBIs.

Jason Schulte

WSU ultimate frisbee
flying to 32-6 record

Play* for the Mittilesota

Play* for WOWDO, Peeansita

Tokt Thriter
Rohe The
Lesko Damsels

Ted Broof
70-liotty Bass
aid Ma0 HateiteAfe

Clary Orot
Pk/ ApFecilli
Larry ealke
Fred Lee
Way& Oka
Toe Reed
Cary KacOello
Mike Leaf
Thootas Brown
aid Mark *;itig

Monday, April 12, 1999
7:00 p.m. in McCown
Gymnasium
Tickets are $7.00 general admission
and can be purchased at
Midtown Foods and the WSU
Athletic Department.

Autograph Session I
Following
Basketball Game_
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WE SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO WEAR SHORTS.
GAUDALMIGHTY, WOMEN ARE ALLOWED TO WEAR 'EM
(ON THE LPGA TOUR), AND WE'VE GOT BETTER

66

IF IT'S UNDISPUTED, WHAT'S

SOMETIMES YOU'RE THE

DAVID HAS TAUGHT ME

ALL THE FIGHTING ABOUT?

ABOUT MANTLE OR

PIGEON, AND SOMETIMES

HOW TO STAY PATIENT. HE

DIMAGGIO. WERE THEY

YOU'RE THE STATUE.

BASICALLY TOLD ME NO-

99

LEGS THAN THEY DO.

AS GOOD AS KEN GRIFFEY

GEORGE CARLIN

GREG NORMAN

9

Sports
Writer

In Gopherland
March indeed
mad

M

arch Madness has
usually been a happy
time for me. Growing
up in Minnesota, I often pleaded
with my parents to let me out of
school early so I could come
home and watch the state high
school basketball tournament
and the NCAA tournament.
Most of the time, my parents
laughed and said fat chance.
Something about school being
important.
Anyway, this year's edition
of Madness was a disappointing
one for me due to the Gopher
basketball cheating scandal.
What more could be said
about the Gopher scandal that
hasn't already been said?
Well, I'm going to try.
It came as a complete
surprise to everyone that a

ON A GOLF COURSE FOR

BERNIE BICKERSTAFF

Comedian on the boxing
term, "undisputed champion"

RUBEN RIVERA
Yankee prospect on being
compared to Yankee greats.

Upon further review
JASON
SCI-WITE

BODY EVER SHOT ANYBODY

JR.?

Professional golfer after shooting a round in 100-degree heat

1■11=111•11.11=Mmommimml

46

I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING

Ex-Washington Wizards coach,
after beating the Cavaliers 11383 earlier this season.

MAKING BOGEY.

99
BOB DUVAL
Father of pro golfer David

Sweep

April Showers ...

Continued from page 8

program Clem Haskins has run for
It's scary to see that all these
the last 12 years could have
allegations have arisen. It's also
something like this pop up from
scary that newspapers are competnowhere.
ing like this, but the goal is to get
This story is less than a month
the story first.
old and has gone in so many
When the Archambault story
directions it's crazy.
broke, people questioned whether
Once the story was published by
or not it was true. He was kicked
the St. Paul Pioneer Press, the
off the team by Haskins during
Minnesota Governor, Jesse Ventura the '97-'98 season for breaking a
ridiculed the paper for the timing of team rule. Many critics said this
the article. (It was published the day was getting back at Haskins for
before the Gophers' first-round
kicking him off.
game against Gonzaga). The paper
However, when you go in front
said it was done with the story that
of the press (along with
day.
Ganglehoff and her sister) their
Ventura had no right to say that.
creditability starts to increase.
He should have been more
Ganglehoff also produced all the
concerned with what the article was
papers she did over the five-year
saying, not the timing. (By the way,
period.
Jesse, has your mouth become big
The NCAA is starting to
enough to stick your foot all the
investigate, and if all the allegaway in...because you are well on
tions turn out to be true, the
your way to matching Dan Quayle
NCAA will come down on the
for the "Politican who Doesn't
Gophers hard.
Know when to Shut up Award."),
In the last couple of years,
Second, this story has become a
Haskins has thought about retiring
battle of what you can do, we can
and moving back to his horse
do better between the Star Tribune
rance in Kentucky.
and the Pioneer Press. The Press
Ever since the story broke,
broke the story, the Tribune then
Haskins has done the Richard
came out with the story that
Nixon routine and denied everyHaskins paid cash to a former
thing that's happened.
player, Russ Archambault. Finally,
If the allegations are true,
the Press said there was another
Clem, do the honorable thing:
tutor that did work for the players,
Resign.
who happened to be the sister of Jan
Jason Schulte is a sports writer
Ganglehoff, the former tutor that
for the Winonan. He can be reached
broke the story to the Press.
via e-mail at the following address:
JSchulte9779@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

Brad Arnold/WINONAN

Spectators take shelter under umbrellas as they wait for
Saturday's baseball game to start. The second game of the
doubleheader was postponed about an hour due to heavy rain.

seen here in a long time," Grob saitl,
"He can really make a park look
small."
But Kristof's mammoth shot was
just one of seven for the Warriors off
Wolves' hurler Ryan Albrecht —
one of 11 NSU freshman.
Albrecht finished the game, pitching all seven innings, while giving up
four runs and striking out four.
"I'm not disappointed," Gibbs
said. "We came away with four losses,
but we learned a lot about or program."
Northern scored its lone run in the
sixth inning when Schmitt came
around to score on Borge's RBI
single.
Mueske celebrated his 21st birthday in style, going 3-for-5 in the two
games.
After sharing time at short the last
two years, the junior has stepped
right into the leadoff role and played
consistent defense.
"He's a steady player," assistant
coach Kyle Poock said. "He's getting comfortable out there. He had a
good weekend."
O'Brien came in for Wirkkala in
the seventh and allowed one hit.
"He's going to be our closer,"
Grob said. "He's really developing
into that."
O'Brien's inning gave him another save on the year.
Yahnke, Altavilla, Moe and Scott
Pitzenburger each finished 1-for-3.
Winona State hosts IJM-Duluth
today (2 p.m.) in a fnakeup game that
was to be played yesterday. They then take to the road until April 19.
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"TIAA-CREF sets the
standard in the

If d
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...America '$
Top Pension Fund."
"

financial services industry:'

Do you live in a WSU residence hail?

a

—Morningstar*

—Money Magazine, January

1998

Are you living in a residence hail next year?
•4.4V,Z,

Do you have a GPA of 3.o or higher?

AAA

ystor Seaga

bsoied direr/

—S&P and Moody's
rating for TIAA**

If you answered yes to all of these questions,
you are in luck!

—William Ravdin. TIAA-CREF Participant

The WSU chapter of the National Residence Hall Honorary is
offering five scholarships to students who meet this criteria.
$500 and $200 scholarships are available. You can pick up
an application at the front desk of any WSU residence hall,
but HURRY...Applications are due April 16th!

HIGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MO/VEYMAGAZINE AND BILL.

Faculty/Support Staff Scholarships
e take a lot of pride in gaining

Two-Four Scholarships Ranging from $200-$400
Available for 1999-2000
Criteria :
-Cumulative GPA of 3,75 or higher for all undergraduate work
-96 credits completed by beginning of fall semester 1999
-A minimum of 48 credits earned at WSU/RCC
The Applicant will submit to the committee the following materials:
- Official transcript(s) of ALL undergraduate work
- One page typewritten essay describing
-current activities and plans
-eduactional objectives
-career objectives
-A letter of recommendation from a WSU/RCC faculty member.
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY APRIL 15, 1999, 4:00 P.M.

lowest in the insurance and mutual fund
industries.***

proud of the ratings we get every day from
our participants. Because at TIAA-CREF,

With TIAA-CREF, you'll get the right
choices —and the dedication —to help you

ensuring the financial futures of the educa-

achieve a lifetime of financial goals. The

tion and research community is something

leading experts agree. So does Bill.

that goes beyond stars and numbers.

TIAA-CREF can help you build a comfortable, financially secure tomorrow, with

We became the world's largest retirement organization by offering people a
wide range of sound investments, a
commitment to superior service, and

tax-deferred annuities, mutual funds, IRAs,
insurance and more.
To find out more, call us at 1 800 842-2776.

www.tiaa-cref.org

ro
0 1999 Teacbt,

Applications are to be sent to:
Joyati Debnath
Mathematics/Statistics Department
Gildemeister Hall, Room 304
Winona State University
Winona, MN 55987

operating expenses that are among the

high marks from the major rating
services. But the fact is, we're equally

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.-

■

•SourTc Morningstar, Inc., Principia Variably Annadiet/Lift
12/31/98. • 'These top ratings arc based on 11AA's exceptionel financial strength, clainte-paying ability
and overall °panting performance.
•••Standard crPoor's Instant, Rating Analysn, 1998; Lipper Analytical Sersices, Inc.,
Lipptr-Dirretore Analytic,/ Don, 1998 (Quarterly). TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc.
distributes CREF certificate. and interest, in the TIAA Reel Estate Account. Teacher, Personal Investor* Services, Inc distributes the TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds.
For more complete information, including char'se and expenses, please call for prospectuses. Read then, carefully before you invest or *end money. To request prospectuses, call I 800 842-2733. est. 6609.
Investments in securities such as mutual funds and variable annuities are subject to certain risks including the possible loss of principal.
1/99
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Warriors
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Continued from page 8

Tiffanie Regan drive her home, tying
the score 1-1, on WSU's second hit of
the game.
Due to darkness, the eighth inning
was played under international rules
where teams start a runner at second
base.
UW-Eau Claire scored its lead runner and took the lead 2-1 in its half of
the inning.
But WSU answered.
Schubbe started at second and was
advanced to third on Carolyn Fabsik's
sacrifice bunt. Schubbe then scored
on Jean Ryan's ground ball to third
basemen Sarah Weinke.
"Cyndy had really heads-up, aggressive base running. She has great
base-running instincts," Smith said.
Schubbe's run tied the game 2-2,
leaving J. Ryan on first. One walk and
a sacrifice bunt later and WSU had
Jeff Mulfinger/WiNoNAN
runners on second (Leann Johnson)
Rachel Seifert (middle) cheers on her team in Thursday's first game of their doubleheader against the
and
third (J. Ryan).
Blugolds.
"All our bunts were perfect," Smith
"I was pretty nervous, but we all said. "One of the best literal team
pulled together in the end," she said. efforts I've ever seen. "
Schubbe faced the top of UW-Eau
Seifert, who, according to Smith
Claire's batting order in the top of the has been "hitting the heck out of the
seventh inning and started off with a ball," was intentionally walked, which
strike out. The next batter doubled, left Colleen Ryan to do the dirty work.
and WSU realized it was time for its
C. Ryan, who started up the WSU
defense to go to work.
rally in the seventh inning, did it again.
The last two hatters of the game But this time it won the game. C.
connected off of Schubbe, but unfor- Ryan hit an RBI, bases-loaded single
tunately for the
that allowed J.
Blugolds, WSU outRyan to score
fielders Rachel
from third.
Seifert and Angie
"I
just
"The four
Granquist ended
wanted
to
upperclassmen have
their hopes for a
make contact
comeback victory by
really taught the
with it, and
snagging both fly
then hopefully
freshman how to
balls.
they would
win. It's really great
The Warriors
make an error
to see it."
scored in the bottom
and we would
of the first inning to
Myron Smith score that way.
give them the early
W S U softball coach Or I would get
1-0 lead. And the
a hit and we'd
third inning proved
score,"
C.
valuable as well, when WSU upped Ryan said.
their lead to 3-0, thanks to Kate
Smith gives a lot of that credit to
Maschman, who cranked out a two- his upperclassmen: Regan,
run double to left-center field.
Lockwood, Fabsik and Rhiannon
Seifert, Steffan and Granquist all Verburgt.
went 2-for-3 in the Warrior victory.
"The four upperclassmen have reWSU 3, UW-Eau Claire 2
ally taught the freshmen how to win,"
Same score, much different story. Smith said. "It's really great to see it."
The Warriors, held hitless for six
C. Ryan collected two of the team's
innings by Eau Claire's Missy four hits in the win. Lockwood (2-6)
Krumrie, found themselves down 1- pitched 71/3 innings, allowed four
0
hits and struck out three.
Right fielder Colleen Ryan led off
The Warriors travel to take on
with a single to right and was moved Concordia-St. Paul today (4 p.m.).
Jeff Mulfinger/WiNoNAN
to second by Steffan's sacrifice bunt.
Cyndy Schubbe hurls toward home in Thursday's 3-2 win over UWEau Claire. Schubbe pitched a complete game seven-hitter and picked
up her sixth win.

Nationals

from the cheap seats
Baseball
Today
Thursday

2 p.m.
I p.m.

UM-Duluth
UW-LaCrosse

Women's Tenn,
Saturday
UM - Duluth
Men's Tennis
Saturday
UM, Mankato
Monday
Saint Mary's
Track
Augustana Invite
Saturday
Norse Relays
Softball
Thursday
Sat/Sun

noon
noon

/
TM
TM

Saint Mary's
Southwest State

q p.m.
TM

Milwaukee Invite

TM

Men's Golf
Friday/Sat

NSIC Baseball
Notebook
Warrior shortstop Shea
Mueske was named
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference Player
of the Week on Monday.
- The junior from Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., hit .500
(6-for-12) in four WSU
wins.
He ripped two doubles,
three triples and collected
12 total bases, while
scoring four runs.
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IMPACT ►THER'S LIVES

BADGER CAMP

Page it

Continued from page 8
changes, just making presentations
better."
The Warriors will participate in
the preliminaries the following day.
With those scores they hope to be one
of four teams to advance to Friday's
finals.
"In all honesty, the biggest step is
we made it as a team," Murray. said.
"But we've got a lot of work ahead of
us."
Other teams competing against the
Warriors are Texas Women's University, Sacramento State, Radford
University, Seattle Pacific, Air Force,
California-Davis and Southern Connecticut State.

In step

...

Raegan L. Isham
WINONAN

N

life, Louis is ready to name
names).
Q: (Again) Who would play
you in the movie based on your

ed Louis is a 26-yearold graduate assistant,
life?
who, after playing four
A: WSU pitcher, Mat O'Brien.
years under Coach Gary Grob
"He is a good actor."
with the WSU baseball team, is
Q: What was your favorite toy
currently the firstbase coach.
as a child?
Q: Who was your favorite
A: Matchbox cars
cartoon character
Q: If I
as a kid?
were to ask
A: Shaggy
one of your
from Scooby
players to
Doo
describe you
Q: Do you see
in two or
yourself as a
three words,
Charlie Brown or
what would
Mickey Mouse
they say?
type of coach?
A:
A: Mickey
Humorous
Mouse — I'm
and laid back.
pretty laid back
(That was
and relaxed. I
four Ned.)
have a patient
Q: What
approach to
would you
coaching.
say?
Q: If someone
A:
were to write a
Persistent and
movie about your life, what actor easy to get along with
would play you? (Ned asked for
Q: I've heard you are quite the
an extension. Extension
funny guy — who is your favorite
granted).
comedian?
Q: What would the movie be
A: Jeffrey Ross — he's on
called?
Comedy Network sometimes.
A: After a couple of suggesHe's a good poem writer.
tions from coach Grob, Ned
Q: What is your favorite
decided on "The Comeback
baseball movie?
Kid."
A: "Major League"
Q: Why?
Q: (Speaking of major leagues,
A: The long-winded answer,
nice segway Ned). Did you ever
as seen on "This is Your Life."
dream of playing major league
When Louis was a junior in
baseball?
high school (Faribault, Minn.),
A: I dreamt about it `til I hurt
he injured his left knee playing
my knee in I lth grade.
football, and needed surgery. He
Q: Who is your favorite
came back his senior year and
baseball team?
played quarterback. He led his
A: Twins (sorry Ned.)
team to a conference championQ: Who is your favorite
ship, which hadn't been done at
player?
his high school in 45 years.
A: Kent Hrbek
When "The Kid" came to WSU,
Q: What is your favorite
he had to have three other minor
baseball memory as a coach?
knee surgeries to the same knee
A: In 1997 I coached my first
but continued to play. (breath).
year of Legion baseball (high
In 1995, junior year, he was
school students). They had a
playing right field a' .1 collided
rough school year but a good
with the center fiel& r. He tore
summer. To see them experience
his ACL in his right knee and
winning was enjoyable.
had to have yet another surgery.
Q: What do you think of coach
But "The Kid" prevailed,
Grob?
coming back to play his senior
A: I still think he gets the most
season.
out of the talent he has. He is very
"The Kid," it seems, has more easy to play for and coach with.
surgery scars than any Baywatch
He lets you play very relaxed.
Babe. (After the narration of his

NSIC Softball Notebook
Warrior pitcher Cyndy
Schubbe was named Northern Sun intercollegiate
Conference Pitcher of the
Week on Monday.
The freshman from Aurora,
111. has three of the last four
WSU wins, in which she

F001:5 FEST 1999
W50 RUGBY TOURNAMENT
Fool's Fest is gonna be sweet, so come
cheer on your favorite team at the
St. Mary's field!
Tournament will start at noon, Saturday,
April 10.

tallied a .43 ERA with 12
strike outs. Schubbe is
currently 7-4 on the year.
Three victories came
against No.11-ranked St.
Cloud (DII) and No. 10u ni ed UW-Eau Claire
(DIII).

7)
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THEATERS

Pray Dates 04/09 -04/15

Doug's First Movie

If

IQ
Sat. & Sun 1:00,3:00, 5:00 PM
Weekday Twilights 5:00 PM

The Out of Towners (m 13)
-

Sat. & Sun. 12:45, 2:45, 4:45 PM
Weekday1Wilights 4:45 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:15 PM
Sat. & Sun.
M
3:30 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:30 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:30 PM

IMPACT YOU\ FMK

Cruel Intentions tat
Sat. & Sun. 1:00, 3:00, 5:00 PM
Weekday Twillghts 5:00 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:00 PM

For more information about
summer jobs:
P.O. Box 240
Platteville, WI 53818
phone:608/348-9689
email: wbc@pcii.net

Serving individuals with developmental disabilities since 1966.

with Ned Louis

10 Things I Hate About Yoq
Sat. & Sun. 12:30, 2:40, 4:50 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:15 PM

Never Been Kissed (PG 13)
-

Sat. & Sun.. 12:30, 2:40, 4:50 PM
Weekday TWilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:10, 9:20 PM

sat.o&
f rcsetsm o
. 1f2:30
N a,to2:70:e4G:50131pro
Weekday 11Nilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:10, 9:20 PM
EvenrinD
gsTV
7:0OP,G9-:133O PM

Tournament includes the following schools:
Winona State University
St. Mary's University
Minnesota State University, Mankato
Gustavus Adolphus College

Seat $3.50 before 5:00 °M

Winona Cinema 7
70 West 2nd St.
Movie Hotline
452-4172

WINONAN
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Saturday April •17, 1999
Winona State University
In McCown Fieldhouse at 7:30

Tickets available in UPAC Office-cash
or check only.
Credit card orders call the:
La Crosse Center at (608)789-1950 )
And Face the Music & all other:
La Crosse Center Outlets )
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Music Review
D Generation
"Through the Darkness"

T

hrough the Darkness" is the
sophomore effort from the
post-punk band D Generation.
rhe band is signed by Columbia
ecords and has toured with bands
;ch as Green Day, KISS, Social Disortion and The Ramones..
The lead track on the album is
`Helpless," which can also be found
)11 the soundtrack of the movie "The
Faculty." "Helpless" is a pretty good
Rink/alternative song but unfortu.iately is the only decent song on the
F3-track album.
4 Lead singer Jesse Malin has a ter. le voice that doesn't produce anyting but whiny growling. The backound vocals provide some interest.4 and capable harmonies, but they
:4an't save the album from Malin's
uninspired punk rock wail. D Gen:ration tried to bolster its sound by
Idding guitarist Todd Youth (from
e seminal punk band Murphy's
'`i--1w) to its fray, but the rhythm is
pfontrived punk rock, and the guitar
.

p

c

M AR K
Li Ed El
Music
Reviewer
riffs and solos sound like cheesy '70s
glam rock.
The lyrics to songs like "Sick on
the Radio" try to portray the band's
angst with the state of popular music
while songs like "Lonely" deal with
the band's angst with life in general.
D Generation has no passion to showcase all of this supposed angst. In this
humble reporter's opinion, D Generation is everything they claim to be
against.
The album contains a whole lot of
nothing. There are a million bands
like D Generation that are trying to
live off the trite punk concept that the
world is a terrible place. Unfortu-

D Generation

nately, passionless bands like D Generation are no longer the voice of
angst and change. Punk is no longer
the leading voice of the oppressed and
angry because those who are its
spokesmen really don't have any idea
of what's going on around them. D
Generation does not have the talent to
put life and music in the 1990s into
perspective.

CAKE
"Prolonging the Magic"
I have to be honest. I know absolutely nothing about Cake except what
I have heard on this album. "Prolonging the Magic" was released sometime in 1998 but has just recently
come to my attention. My girlfriend

New Releases
KMFDM — Adios
Sponge — New Pop Sunday
Sarah McLachlan — Live
Old 97s — TBA
Arlo Guthrie — 32 Cents
The Gufs — TBA

liked some of the songs she heard on
the radio, mostly the single "Sheep
go to Heaven" and its remake of Gloria
Gaynor's "I Will Survive" (which
does not appear on this album), and
decided to buy the album on a whim.
I am eternally grateful for her whim.
This album has saved me (most
likely because it erased the awful taste
that the #@*/! D Generation album
left in my mouth). Cake gently blends
some electronic music with wellplayed instruments. The guitar riffs
are subtle but excellent. Cake uses a
variety of instruments in a very musical but unassuming blend. It also uses
a very talented horn section in a fresh
and unique way.
Every single song on this album is
good. The lyrics are inventive and
playful, and the music is pure pop
bliss. Highlights of the album are the
opening "Satan is my Motor," "You
Turn the Screw" and my favorite track
"Guitar."
The album strikes me as a great
party album, or as something with
which to cheer someone up on a bad

CAKE

Modern Rock Tracks
1. Collective Soul — Heavy
2. Creed — One
3. Sammy Hagar — Mas Tequila
4. Metallica — Whiskey in a Jar
5. Everlast — What it's Like
6. Tom Petty — Free Girl Now
7. Black Crowes — Only a Fool
8. Godsmack — Whatever
9. Lenny Kravitz — Fly Away
10. Offspring — Why Don't
You Get a Job?

day. I cannot get the damn thing out of
my CD player. This really is the best
cake I've ever had, and I guarantee it
won't fill you up.
Mark Liedel is the music reviewer
for the Winonan. He can be reached
via e-mail at the following address:
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

"Analyze
This"
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Critic
suppose the appropriate title for
this movie, if we would apply it
to our lives, would be "Analyze
Zchis you Sorry Sack of 5***" folnowed by an array of gun shots beween your family and mine. Well
this "R" rated mafia film has got all
ethat and its very own shrink.
"The Freshman" meets early
tWoody Allen in this canny send-up of
u„lboth gangsters and therapy in the
::movies. Playing Paul Vitti, head of a
owerful mob family, Robert De Niro
tocapitalizes on years of playing mob
tiheavies to produce a hugely enter-
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feet.
Vitti narrowly escapes a rubout,
only to find himself tormented by
disabling anxiety attacks. Neurotic
therapist Ben Sobol (Billy Crystal),
who has an uneasy relationship with
his famous father (Bill Macy), a media-hungry psychiatrist, prefers ordinary patients but finds his world
cd u t,ith,dowrraftcr trc rcarcrtds-

V itti ' s bodyguard, Jelly (Joseph
Viterelli).
The concerned Jelly recruits the
only head doctor he's ever met to
treat his agitated boss. And as unlikely a candidate for psychoanalysis
as Vitti may be, he needs to keep his
cool at an upcoming summit of Mafia
family heads, which will also be attended by his murderous rival Sindone
(Chazz Palminteri), forcing him to
take stock of his overwhelming emotions.
Granted, the plot's progression
isn't terrifically imaginative: After
each mini-crisis — failure to perform

Artistic

with his mistress, blubbering like a
baby in front of one of those soft and
fuzzy mutual fund commercials —
Vitti kidnaps Ben and forces him to
"analyze" his problems.
The movie's depiction of psychoanalysis isn't very complex. But the
screenwriters get to poke fun at
some familiar conventions of therapy,
inauciing -the-inattentive,,-apparently
indifferent therapists, and their selfabsorbed, oblivious patients.
Crystal gets his chance to shine
when his character tries to pass himself as Vitti's new consigliere at the
Mafia summit. Though De Niro's recent ubiquity has somewhat dulled
the thrill of his presence, he seems
here to be having fun on screen for the
first time in years, and it's infectious.
Though not much about the film
sticks with you, it' s a reliable piece of
fluff that delivers the goods. The concept of a mobster who's enough of a
mental health mess to depress is a
promising one, as HBO's superb new
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series "The Sopranos" is proving on
television. But despite having De Niro
as the don, Crystal as the shrink and
Harold Ramis as co-writer/director,
the big-screen "Analyze This" sounds
funnier than it plays. It does have
laughs, but it's unable to capitalize
sharply enough on its main idea.
Part of the problem may be that
"Analyze This" isn' t sure exactly what
that main idea is. Three separate credited writers (Peter Tolan, Kenneth
Lonergan and Ramis) took cracks at

the story, and an inability to integrate
different points of view is visible in
the final product.
"Analyze This" not only wants to
make you laugh, it apparently wants
you to think at least semi-serious
thoughts about therapy and violence.
A fine idea, perhaps, but the way it's
developed feels played out and tired.
Troy Heinritz is the movie critic
for the Winonan. He can be reached
via e-mail at the following address:
T Heinritz@hotmail.com

Box Office Totals For Week Ending April 4
Pos Last

1
2
3
4
5

1
2

Movie Title

Days

Message in a Bottle
Payback
My Favorite Martian
She's All That
Blast From the Past

11
19
11
25
11

Weekend $$$
(millions)
19.1
18.3
11.1
10.2
9.7

44:7 Lit. Review

I

f I could compare "Details" to
any other magazine on the market, I would truly compare it to
"Cosmopolitan."
On the cover, dressed in a fire
engine red skin tight dress, sits Alyssa
Milano on a black leather couch, trying not to bust out of her dress. The
cover sports such titles as "Spring
Fashion Issue," and "BUSTED! Martin Lawrence Gets Life."
When I flipped open the cover, it
reminded me of any other fashion
magazine with Ralph Lauren and GAP
ads. The only difference was that the
ads seemed to feature predominantly
male models. When I got to the contents page, I had to overlook the picture of Milano sprawled on the leather
couch in nothing but vinyl underwear.
Sections in this magazine are broken down into features, fashion, wild
life, sex, pop arts and life made easy,
containing the same basic information that other magazines do.
On page 45 I finally got to the
editor's letter. One difference that I
found kind of strange in this magazine is that the horoscopes are at the
beginning of the magazine. It surprised me that a men's magazine even
has horoscopes because almost every
guy I talk to thinks horoscopes are full
of crap and exclusively a female attraction.
On the Scanner page, or "babe
watch" page, is Ali Landry, that
woman from the Doritos commercial.
They basically say how hot she is and
how she became America's shack"' food sweetheart. The opposite page
gives tips on how to strike out Mark
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Literature
Reviewer
McGwire and how to speak New York
City slang.
A couple pages over is dedicated
to thrill rides. "Want to break out of
the pack? Leave traditional transportation in the dust wit these extreme
vehicles." Then the next page is "Boy
Toys," including such things as the
Worth Copperhead ACX baseball bat
and the Dragonfly Innovations Remote Controlled Flying Saucer.
The first article I came to is "Chute
to Thrill," A story about a Norwegian
man who jumped off New York City
skyscrapers and got away with it.
After many ads and Q & A pages,
I finally came to the feature article
about Alyssa Milano. Basically the
story was about her career and how
Aaron Spelling believes that she has
"virginal sensuality." I began to wonder how many guys she had to sleep
with to get to the top ....Overall, I
think this magazine in somewhat informative. It has information about
sports, fashion and a lot of sex. So,
with that in mind, I definitely think it
would rate very well with most men.
Laura Burns is a literature reviewer
for the Winonan. She can be reached
via e-mail at ate following address:
Lbums 1624 @ vax2.winonamsus. edu.
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Columnist

E

xcuses, excuses. We use
them every single day of our
lives — sometimes to get
out of things (like class) but more
than likely to get what we want
(extensions). We lie like rugs and
don't even care.
Not so much this year, but the
last few years of my life I have been
a fool and taken 8 a.m. classes. For
one, this is the worst time to ever
take a class. Secondly, you don't
plan on oversleeping; it just
happens. So many mornings I have
lied there at 7:45 a.m. heavily
weighing the opportunity cost
versus opportunity lost of going to
class. "Should I get up and go? I'll
look like crap. So what. It's an 8
a.m. class."
Then I decide if it's worth
looking like crap all day. If I
"oversleep," I can take my time
getting ready for school and
actually enjoy my morning for
once.
As I lie there, the excuses start to
build like I am a natural born liar. "I
had to go to the doctor," "I set my
alarm for 7 p.m. instead of 7 a.m.,"
"My cat got really sick all over my
roommate's favorite pillow. It was a
horrible mess ... you should have
seen it." The excuses can go on
forever.
I think it's funny when people
offer a real excuse and say, "This
really happened. Dr. So and So will
never believe me." When we
actually have a truthful excuse, it's
hard to make ourselves, and others,
believe the story.
You know professors have heard
every excuse or lie in the book, and
honestly, I don't think they even
care. This year I have tried not to
use excuses and just be honest. Now
I try to use "I didn't come to class
last time" or "I won't be in class
tomorrow." No excuses — just
plain honesty.
Professors don't give two cents
if you were in class or not. You
missed, and that's your business.
You need to take responsibility for
your actions. Don't ever say, "I
missed last time. Did I miss
anything important?" To a professor
of course you missed important
information. Every lecture or class
period is packed full of critical
information. Instead, go right to the
source. Ask the guy who sits next to
you. "What did I miss last time?"
More than likely you will hear,
"Nothing."
Procrastination. I know what
you're thinking right now: "I am the
master of procrastination." You are
not alone my friend; we all have
become masters. Another reason
why we use excuses is because we
don't have our paper done that
we've had the entire semester to
work on. Or we simply forgot to do
that assignment that was due in a
half-hour (obviously not a priority).
You think of 10 good reasons that
the professor would consider
acceptable, the most feasible being
the weekend that you were going to
work on it, you had to go home for
an emergency (or had to have an
emergency weekend with a bar pull
downtown is more like it).
All in all, we live by excuses and
procrastination, another fine
learning experience at WSU. Too
bad "Master of Procrastination"
doesn't look good on a resume.
Honorable mention of the week
goes to Jerry, the second floor
janitor at Somsen, who, sadly,
passed away last weekend. He will
be missed by many. His purple tshirt said it all: "Janitors are people
too."
Lisa Hendrickson is a columnist
for the Winonan. She can be reached
via e-mail at the following address:
Skepa@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
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Five-year-old Amelia Price is welcomed to the
seventh annual Bangladesh Night by Afreen Tauhid.

(Left to right) Shabbir Khan, Rehnuma Sharmin, Afreen Tauhid and Shihan
Chowdhury sing a patriotic song "Aek Tara Tui".

(Left to right) Shafeen Husain, Ajanta Sarcar, Enayet Chowdhury, Farhana Mazid and
Mohamed Ebrahim perform in a musical drama about a photographer who goes to
Bangladesh and is enchanted by a beautiful native girl and is enticed to stay.

Shihan Chowdhury (left) and Shafeen Husain strut their stuff in "Tuff Boyz". Both pieces
were choreographed by Shihan Chowdhury.

Guests were treated to native cuisine prepared and served by members of the Bangladesh Student
Forum. The entrees consisted of Deshi (vegetable salad), Mutton Biryani (cooked goat meat and fried
rice), Tandoori Chicken, Aloor Chop (potato kebab), Bhaaji (vegetable dish) and for desert Kheer
(sweet rice cooked with milk and sugar with a blend of cardamom peanut and raisins).

A fashion show featuring traditional Bengali dress rounded out the evening. Adorned
with ornate bracelets, Ajanta Sarcar (above) models the exquisitely intricate designs
of a ceremonial Ghaghra-Choli. Farhana Mazid (right) and Zobayeda Khanam (far
right) show off variations of the more casual Shalwar Kameez.

aang ladesh tfiloht1999

By Brad Arnold/Winonan (edit for the Feb. 17, 1999,backpage of Sugar Loaf goes to Arnold as well as the pltoto of Jessica Lueck for Dancescape '99 which ran March 3, 1999)

